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White House
Conference to
Meet At MSU

Green Berets
Drive Off
Red Assault
We don't know exactly how it
happened, but we got roped
into working on Thanksgiving
Day.

ure, a plastic
veloped it for
[00 feet' wide,
--tenth of one

esentative of the
General Workers
de the proposal.

All of a sudden there we were
peeling sweet potatoes. T h e
next thing we knew there we
were at the kitchen sink washing pans. Then we found ourselves slicing the turkey. After
dinner was over, there we were
pulling all the meat off of the
bones and fixing them in little
packages to put into the freezer. Then we found ourselves
washing up our prize turkey
platter that we got from N. B.
Ellis when he was in business
here. The next thing we knew
we were putting odds and ends
in the refrigerator.
We don't know how wives work
things like this but we would
rate them as expert psychologists or psychiatrists, or maybe
they are just good executives.
We did so much work we hardly had time to view Macy's
Thanksgiving Day narade, see
five football games, and eat a
big Thanksgiving Day dinner.
We saw Detroit and Minnesota
in a driving snow storm, Kansas City and somebody play in a
cold but brilliantly clear day,
and some more folks meet indoors in the Astro Dome.
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Some people do not know how
to say "thank you". For some
reason using these words carries a connotation, to them, of
belittling themselves. You will
never hurt anyone's feelings by
saying thank you.
hen a diner complained that
couldn't eat the soup that
d been brought him, the waiter called the manager
"I'm very sorry, sir," said the
manager, "I'll call the chef."
When the chef arrived, the
diner still insisted that he
couldn't eat his soup.
"What's wrong with it?" demanded the chef.
"Nothing," calmly answered
i.he diner, "I just don't have a
spoon."
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A crisis can be a painful thins.
However, Chinese wisdom shows
that good also can be derived
from a crisis. Crisis in Chinese
iF made of two separate characters - one stands for danger
- the other opportunity.
We see in the news ihat a new
canteen, cup and cover has been
developed for the army at a
cost of $68,550.
Seems that the old canteen does
not hold enough water f o r
jungle fighting so it has been
increased from one quart to two
quarts and also it is collapsible.
W. favored the old canteen
CUP, the one with the flared
edge. We have enjoyed many a
canteen cup of coffee out of
these durable cups, and heated
many a cup of water for bouelion cubes.
A new one came out with a
rolled edge and this has set
GI's screaming out epithets against the army in particular
and the world in general. This
rolled edge around the cup attracted the heat from the coffee and it was twice as hot as
any other part of the cup including the coffee. Sort of like
placing a heavy spoon in hot
gravy, all the heat rushes to
the spoon.
e soon learned to lift this
led edge cup to his lips gingy and sip coffee over the
edge of it to cool it off. The
uninitiated always got burned
lips.

an

This collapsible idea may work
as long as it does not collapse
at the wrong time.
LOSE LICENSES
Two Calloway Countians lost
their drivers licenses last week
according to the Traffic Safe_ .ty Coordinating Committee of
the Kentucky Department of
Public Safety Roy Earl Ballentine, age 22, of Route Five, lost
his license for driving on a re
yoked license and Richard
Payne, 50, of Murray had his
operator's license suspended for
dnving while intoxicated.

Newly-elected and incumbent
By BERT W. OKULSY
public officials in eight West
SAIGON (UN)- U.S. Greei
Kentucky counties will be specBerets and South Vietnamesi
ial guests December 8 at a
troops drove off an assault by
Region I Forum of Kentucky's
explosive - hurling Communist
White House Conference on
attackers at Bu Prang today. In
Children and Youth, to be held
the Mekong Delta, South Viet.
at Murray State University.
namese forces killed 56 Viet
Purpose of the forum, accordCong in intense fighting.
ing to Miss Rubie E. Smith, is
Although the Bu Prang specs
to familiarize public officials
ial forces camp 112 miles north.
with the needs of the area's
east of Saigon has been bombchildren and youth as determinarded by North Vietnameas
ed by community study groups
gunners almost daily for more
in the various counties during
than a month, it was the first
the past several weeks.
direct assault. The Communist
Miss Smith is chairman of
force charged, tossing explosive
the Executive Committee of
charges as they ran after more
Region I and chairman of the
than 100 rounds of rocket, morelementary education departtar and artillery fire into he
ment at Murray State.
NOT QUITE MASTER OF AU. HE SURVEYS - A Green Beret high atop a sandbagged posicamp.
The forum, scheduled to betion
at embattled Bu Prang, South Vietnam, keeps a sharp watch for Viet Cong terrorists
None of the 14 US. Green
gin at 7:30 p.m., will be held
Bu
Prang
is
an
northwest
of
Saigon
outpost
near
the
border.
Cambodian
Berets or 40 Army artillerymen,
ir the new auditorium of the
at the camp was injured,
Murray State University School
sourcess said. South Vietmiltary
on North 16th Street. Coffee
namese casualties were light.
will be available at 7 p.m. for
Viet Cong Active
early arrivals.
Admissions,
November 26, 1969
The fighting in the Mekong
Presiding will be Mrs. Mildred
Census - Adults
89
delta far to the south broke ou:, The Order of the Arrow
Peak, Mayfield, forum chair,
Census - Nursery
7
near My Tho, 48 miles south- White Feather Lodge 449 of the
man, with the program period
Annie Warren, 1009 Payne,
west of Saigon. The battle cost 'Fsur Rivers Council held Brodevoted to a symposium on the
Murray;
Barbara
York, 626 Cor- needs of the Region's youns
South Vie.riamese forces 18 therhood Ceremonies at th e
CELEBRITY CHRISTMAS TREES--Actor David McCallum, one of
onado Crt., Paducah; Clyde Nemen killed and 31 wounded.
Kentucky Lake Scout Reserva18 celebrities with Christmas trees on display in the Hallpeople. Gerald Miller, regional
therton, 807 No. 19th Street,
Intelligence reports said the tion. Seven members were adlibrarian, Murray, is the liaisos
mark Gallery in New York, stands beside his. All of the
Murray; Charles Parrish, Route
263rd Viet Cons main force vanced from Ordeal to the Bro
chairman.
ornaments were made by retarded children 'under direction
5, Murray; J. Loyd Tucker, 1401
the region, therbood level in the National
in
actisre
is
battalion
honor
The
Calloway
County
Invitations are being extendof the National Association for 4etarded Children.'
Re area of rice paddies and Calor Campers,Service oi:gan- roll has been released for the Henry St., Murray.
ed to local officials in Ballard,
1,-- Dismissals
mangrove swamps.
ation. The advanced members second six weeks by Principal
Fulton,
Carlisle,
Calloway,
Calvert Harris, Route 2, Ha' A iriek ago 52 South Viet- ere: Bob Baer, Mark Kennedy, Howard Crittenden.
Graves, Hickman, Marshall
zel;
Hubert
Chitwood,
1513 McCracken Counties.
namese soldiers were killed in ene Berrill, and Ed Veazey of
, roop 45, Murray; Ken Harrell
fighting in the populous area
For a student to be eligible 'Glendale Rd., Murray; Miary
Newly-elected state legislaPre-Christmas Offensive
troop 77 of Murray; and Har- for the honor roll he has to Holcomb, Whitnell Est., Mur- tive officials expected to attend
The defenders at Bu Prang I-) Owens ,and Melvin Earls of make all A's and / or B's. A ray; Nancy Davis', '1201 Pop- include: Representatives Ralph
by United Press International opened up with intense fire to Paducah.
straight A student will be desig- lar Street, Murray; Frances Me Graves, Bardwell; Guy Lovins,
Cuiston, Route 5, Murray; Opal
Americans were dying ir drive off the attackers, who fled
The ceremonial team was nated by a 0.
Murray; Richard Lewis, Benton;
Phillips, Route 3, Murray; Joan
traffic accidents at the rate of with unknown losses.
composed of Robert Waters, Jr.,
Lloyd Clapp, Wingo; and Julian
Rogers, White Hall, Box 41,
six an hour as the next-to-last
Official sources said the Steve Simmons, David Waters,
Adams,
Freshman: Stacey
Carroll and David Carter, Paday of the long Thanksgiving North Vietnamese want to over- Ind Richard Gee of Troop S3 of Margie Barnett, Danny Cossey*, MSU, Murray; Michelle Combs, ducah.
Route
2,
Benton; Eva Woods, Senators: Carroll Hutrissrd,
weekend began.
run Bu Prang before Christmas. Hazel.
Lee Crutchfield, Wesley Davis,
The Lodge also had an Ex- Keith Dowdy, Annita Duncan, Route 3, Murray; Karen Milby Mayfield; Pat McCuiston, l emA United Press International More than 5,000 Communi
ive Beard inertias and *f- Marsha Resseisenger, Gail Fort- arid baby boy, Route 4, Murray; broke, and Tom Garrett, PaA painting, 1e14.3 of
count at 3 a.m. En - today troops ere aiud to be massed
Margaret Pappalardo, Route 5,
Death of Joseph* attributed to showed 312 persons killed in the thickly-jungled highlands a- ixers training session during ner, Don Futrell, Darrell Gibducah.
Murray; Estella Ross, Route 1,
the weekend.
Rubens, will be on display at traffic mishaps since the start round the outpost.
son, Beverly Hayes, Vicki Lee
Dexter;
Beulah
Lamb, 211 IrTwenty-four members were in Humphreys, James Richard Jarthe Murray Art Guild, during of the holiday period at 6 p.m. Five Communist troops were
reported killed early today attendance to see the Brother- rett, Kathy Sue Kelly, Janey van Aye, Murray; Mary Philthe Christmas Open House be- Wednesday.
lips, Box 423, Murray.
when they attacked a night hood advancement.
Kelso, Rosemary Lamb, Howard
ing held Sunday, December 7th,
A breakdown of accidental position of a South Vietnamese
Glen Mathis, Debbie Gail Miller,
from 1 p.m. to 8 p.m. The artist,
deaths showed:
militia unit 600 yards east or
Linda Darlene Oliver, Byron November 27, 1969 Admissions
Rubens, lived and painted in
312 the camp.
Traffic
Roller, Emily Ross, Paulette
the early 1600's and is counted
14
ADULTS
76
Planes
Ross, Robert Rowland, Vickie
among the masters. The paint24
NLTRSEY
6
Fire
Sanders, Sabrina Tucker, Coning is being exhibited by cour27
Jerelean Rang lie Baby Boy)
Miscellaneous
Murray and Calloway County nie Underhill, Joyce Winchestesy of the owner, Mr. and Mrs.
Rt. 5, Box 63, Murray; Bertha By United Press International
377
Total
football fans who wish to at- ter.
James C. Williams. Williams Ii
Beane, Rt. 1, Murray; Sammy Generally fair and dry weaCalifornia had the highest
tend the Liberty Bowl game in
publisher of the Ledger &
Aune, Gafford Jr., Rt. 4, Murray; Lane teher prevailed over the nation
Chris
Sophomores:
state
death
toll, 34. Georgia had
Memphis on December 13,
Times of Murray.
Phyllis Beach, Vicky Bolen, Bridwell, Rt. 2, Murray; Ber- today.
21, Texas 20 and New York 16
University's should write in for tickets now. Mike Burchett, Carol Burkeen, nard Rowland, Rt. 1, Almo.
Two high-pressure system
Murray State
A spokesman /Or the Nation- Chamber Orchestra will present The University of Alabama will
The painting was purchased
restricted precipitation to a litByerly,
November
27,
1969
Tereasa
Dismissals
Bucy,
Tanya
about 60 years ago by James al Safety Council said the death a concert December 2 at 8 p.m meet Colorado in this game
Rebecca Chaney, Rita Cook,_ Roger Melton, 907 Vine Mur- tle light rein in southern Texas
M. Cowan of Aurora, Illinois. toll seemed to be "just about in the Recital Hall of the Price which has gained more prominRuLacs, ,Carla Elkins ray, Thomas Bruce, at. 1, Duke- and the Carolinas and to light
Barbara
When he died, his neice, Mrs. on par for the course."
Doyle Fine Arts Building on ence with the passing years.
David Hall, Ka- dom, Tenn.; Brenda Kimbro, snow or snow flurries in MichGriffith,
Joel
The council estimated before campus.
W. P. Williams of Paris, TenSteve Doran, former Murray
Hardie, Kathy Hopkins, Rt. 5, Murray; Linda Hunt (8‘ igan. There was also some snow
thryn
nessee inherited the painting the holiday that as many as 800
Directed by H. L. Blair, pro- High grid star is expected to Edith Litchfield, Susan McCann, Baby Boy), Box 1736 Hart Hall, in the higher elevations of soualong with 100 other originals. persons would die in traffic. fessor of violin and viola
see action in this contest.
Sherry Mitchell, Sandra Moody, MSU Murray; Ricky Davis, thern New Mexico and in southShe distributed them among Last year's Thanksgiving week- Murray State since 1965, the orTickets are $6.50 each with Deborah Peal, Lisa Perrin, Ta- Hale's Trl. Cit., 13 Murray; western Texas.
her 7 children and Mr Williams end toll was 784.
chestra is made up of people in a handling charge of 50c per
Poach, Deborah Rogers, Fr ncine Blanton,(& Baby Boy) Hazardous driving warnings
The holiday pericid ends at the university community - purchase regardless of the num- rea
received "News of the Death
remained in effect for the highStockdale•' Glenda
Johnnie
midnight Sundya.
Eight)
of Joseph" among others.
er elevations west of the Pecos
students, professors, and people ber of tickets bought.
Stubblefield, Patricia Tabors, (Continued on Page
in southwest Texas, due to the
in professions other than music. Those desiring tickets should Kathy Thompson, Billy Usrey,
NOW YOU KNOW
The signature of the artist is
occasional snow.
The program will feature the write Ticket Office, Memphis Carla Watkins.
missing from the painting and
The two sprawling high-presfollowing selections: "Overture Memorial Stadium, 335 South
New
York
Harbor, the to Rodilinda" by G. F. Handel; Hollywood, Memphis, Tennesthere is a legend that the paintsure systerns also brought below
ing was stolen from Holland. world's largest port, has 755 "Symphony in Bb (flat)" by see 38104, enclosing check. The
normal temperatures to nearly
Juniors: Lanch Adams, Linda
The theif, fearful of being miles of navigable waterfront- Boccherini; and "Sinfonia in D ticket manager is Buddy Wells. Arnold*, Vickie Boggess, Barall sections of the nation.
caught with a Rubens, tore off 460 miles in New York State Major" by J. C. Bach.
Mild 60-degree weather early
If tickets are
unavailable, bara Brittain*, Terry Broach,
the bottom of the painting and 295 miles in New Jersey.
Jan Brower'' Jerry Chapman, 'fhe Music Department Chor- today was limited to the souThere will be no admission cheks will be returned.
which contained Rubens' signaKevin Cooper, David Coursey, us, under the direction of Mrs. thern California coast and soucharged.
ture. It has been judged a RuJill Craig*, Darrell Crawford, Josiah Darnell, will present a thern and Central Florida, with
BRIDGE CLUBS
The orchestra had been dir
NURSES PARTY
bens because of the characterMaxine Colson, Lynn Dunn, program at the Murray Wo- low 70s reported in the FlorLicensed practical nurses of ected by Price Doyle and Dr.
istics of the artists style.
The Oaks Bridge Club will Jimmy Emerson, Tim Fannin', men's clulihouse on Monday, ida Keys.
District 17 will have their Richard W. Farrell before Mr.
meet at the club house Wed- Rita Futrell, Jimmy Greer, Dan- December 1, at 7:00 p.m., acTemperatures at 2 a. m. ES'T
Christmas party at the Holiday Blair took it over. There are
today ranged from 10 at Evannesday. December 3 at nine iel Guy, Linda Sue Hargrove,
orchestra
chamber
four
to
six
This will be the tnird annual Inn on Tuesday, December 2 at
Henson,
ston and Laramie,' Wyo., to 71
Christmas Open House by the seven o'clock in the evening. concerts a year plus a children's o'clock in the morning For re Shir:ey Hays, Lou Jean
at Key. West,
servations call Mrs. Billie Rob Patsy Hopkins, Janie Hughes,
Murray Art Guild, and there Bring a $2.00 gift to exchange. concert.
Bonita Jones°, Rhonda Jones,
In the Northwest, Washington
erts at 753-2259 or 753-8311.
will be a great variety of new
Darlene Lawrence, Terry Lee,
and Oregon cootinued under a
paintings on display by t h e
Ginny Locke, Cathy Maddox,
shroud of low cloudiness and
members.
France Nance, Bonita Jones*,
fog.
Rhonda Jones, Darlene LawEl Paso, Tex., recorded a sixMany members have just conrence, Terry Lee, Csirmy Locke,
inch blanket of snow Friday,
cluded a series of art lessons
Cathy 'Maddox, France Nance,
while at Toyah, Tex., in the
conducted by Mrs. Gene GeurNorscvorthy,
Donald
David
Jeff Davis Mountains, at least
in. Through lessons, sharing
Peal*, Denecia Ramsey, Gary
12 inches of snow covered the
ideas, and observation of one
Raspberry, Marsha Jo Roberts,
ground.
another, members of the Guild
Joan Robinson, Pete Roney*,
are constantly improving their
Jacalyn Ross, Ricky Rudolph,
talent. Many members have imPaul Rushing,' Yvonne Starks,
proved so much that their work
Lori Pat lax, Linda Stubblewhen entered in competition, is
field, Kenneth Sinter, Patty
placed in the professional cateWasher, Robert Waters, Eva
gory. More important, all the
Williams. Judy Winchester.
members enjoy painting a rid
The honor roll for New Conthere is sure to be something
Elementary School has
cord
Seniors: Ruth Ann Barrow,
for everyone to enjoy.
been released and is as follows:
Max
Budzko,
Jackie
Black,
Star
The public is cordially invitFourth Grade - Mitzi Redick,
Cleaver, Cynthia Coopers, Deed to attend the Open House,
Stanley, John Brinkley,
Debra
GaCounts,
Katie
anna Cooper,
Mrs. Vernon Shown
to leisurely enjoy the paintings
James.
Lesia
ry Crutchfield, Mary Duncan,
;.,nd refreshments.
Dwayne Fulkerson, Wanda Gar- cording to Mrs Vernon Shown,
Fifth Grade - Lisa Alderson
rett, Dottie Hale, Debra Hall, chairman of the Music DepartLinda McCuiston, 'Sharon Mc
Junes,
Mark
Houston,
Carolyn
ment of the Murray Woman's Kinney, Cinly Williams, Har
Jeanne Jarrett, Gayle Johnson, Club.
old
Bucy, Ronald
Gibson
Lawanda Jones, Glenda Kelly,
The forty five minute pro- Stephen
McCuiston. Phillir
Kathy Lovett, Shell; Marshall, gram will include several small
n uni ••••• 4miker=t5.1.3.al
Ann .Matbis,--llebbie Math Is,. „reaps and--scters as -wit as Zacheretti.
Brenda Miller*, Mile Moody', choral number-,
Sixth Grade - Steve Fay*
Elizabeth Nance, Morris Reavson, Benny Pittman, 0. S. Gat
Mrs.
John
C.
Winter
and
Mrs
Kentucky Partly cloudy and
es. Betsy Riley, Reta Robin- Richard Farrell will accompany land, Judith Kinsbro, ltand).
continued cold today, tonight
son, Robyn Roney, Barbara the group as pianists.
Herndon.
and Sunday. Highs today 36 to
Rose, Terry Stubblefield, Cathy
FALLS FALLING AGAIN -Two honeymooners I naturally I look Oft .the American aide of NiJimmy JarSeventh Grade
A reception will be held
20s.
48. Lows tonight in the
agara Falls as water flews over again after the stoppage that lasted more, than five
Underhill, Sharon Underwood' the basement of the club house...* rett.
months. Water was diverted to the Canadian side, back there. in the haze.
Carolyn Venable. Ellen Wes immediatels following the proEighth Grade - Quentin,
son* Vicki Windsor.
Fannin had Cathy Pyle.
gram of holiday mucir

Order Of Arrow
Holds Ceremonies

Hospital Report

tile

Fair Weather
For Weekend

Tickets On Sale
For Liberty Bowl

Chamber Orchestra
To Present Concert

at

Chorus To Present
Christmas Music

New Concord Honor
Roll Is Released

WEATHER REPORT
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
DOWN

ACROSS
1 diddittooaj
5-Herring/like fish
9-Ethical
10-Anon
12-Tell
13 Thoroughfare
15-City in Russia
16 Ballot
1.8-Anger
19 Three toed
sloths

1 Burrowing
animals
2-Spoken
3 Rodent
4-Raise
5 Writing tablet
6 Possess
7 Devoured
8 Negations
9 Earn
11 Rustic

20-Rabbit

12-Highway

21 -South African
Mitch

14-Lampreys

17-Native metal
22-Delirium tremens 20.chap.,,,,
(abbe)
21-Temporary
23-Tropical fruit
shefter
24-Warning signals
25-Man's nickname

es
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29
23 Antlered animal
24 Baker's products
25-Pacify
26-Buys back
27-Lid fastener
28 Semi precious
stones
29-Wager

30-Hebrew letter
32 Three-banded
armadillo

W

33-Communists

20

E are 100 per cent in favor of Vice-president Agnew's state- 34 Through
ments concerning the objectivity of news reporting by the major 35-Algonquian
Indian
television networks.
36-Detest
He has not suggested censorship by any stretch of the 37-Periods of time
imagination. He has merely urged that the television stations 38.Heavenly body
define the point as to whether they are reporting news or whether 40-All
42 Retail
they are giving an "analysis".
establishment
We do not agree with his objections to the critique which is 43-Substance
held following a speech by the president where several com- 44 Is mistaken
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. ne_.
mentators give their ideas about what the president meant by 45-Juncture
29
a given speech. This is obviously merely the opinion of the commentator who is speaking and is billed as nothing more. This is
ALMANAC
an exercise of our free speech-free press concept. One does not
have to agree with the commentator and can formulate his own
By United Press International
ideas as to what the president means in a certain speech.
Some of the most popular commentators, in giving the news,
Today is Saturday, Nov. 29,
the 33rd day of 1969 with 32 to
editorialize blatently throughout the broadcast, and this is what
follow,
we are opposed to. If editorial opinion is given on television, then
The MOOG is between its full
it should be so labelled. We object to editorial slanted news on
phase and last quarter.
TV also. We feel the viewer has enough common sense and inThe morning stars are Venus
and Jupiter.
telligence to formulate his own opinions without the aid of Mr.
Dr. Whitney M. Young, Jr.,
The evening stars are MercuHuntley or Mr. Brinkley.
executive director of the Nation- ry, Mars and Saturn.
When we turn on the news, we want the news, unvarnished, al Urban League, will be the
On this day in history:
unembellished, unretouched. We feel it should be as objective as second speaker of the Western
In 1890, the first Army-Navy
Kentucky University lecture ser- football game was played with
possible.
ies, and will appear at 8 p.m. the middies winning 24-0.
We feel that this is what Vice-president Agnew had in mind Dec. 9, in the ballroom of
the
In 1929, Lt. Cmdr, Richard
when he scored the major networks. He does not desire censor, Paul L. Garrett Student Center. Byrd and
his three crewmen
The topic of his lecture will became the first men to fly
ship any more than do the network executives.
be "The Urban Crisis: Challenge over the South Pole,
and Opportunity."
Western's
In 1963, 118 persons were
Graduate College will act as killed when a Canadian plane
host to Dr. Young and he will crashed near Montreal.
be introduced by Dr. Norman
Also in 1963, President
A. Deeb, associate professor of Johnson appointed the Warren
LEDGER
TIMES FILE
education and director of the Commission to investigate the
human relations center of the assassination of President KenWayne Howard of Murray Route One died on November 2'7. The University.
nedy.
funeral will be at Beech Grove Church,
A new room for the Tax Commissioner's use in the Calloway
Dr. John D. Minton, dean of
A thought for the day: Henry
County Court House is being constructed under that office and the graduate school, will preside David Thoreau said, "How
the County Attorney's office.
and Dr. Raytha L. Yokley, pro- many a man has dated a new
A six point deer was hit today by a car on the Mayfield Highway fessor of sociology, will moder- era in his life from the readlog
In front of the home of Mr. and Mrs. Preston Boyd.
ate a question and answer period of a book?"
Miss Nancy Hodges of the University of Kentucky was the guest at the reception which follovo
of Miss Locate Belle Overbey.
the lecture.
PLEADS INNOCENT
Dr. Young assumed his present
position in 1961, climaxing seven
BOSTON (UPI)— Edward 11,
years of Urban League service. Delorie, 39, of Brookline,
He also served for seven years pleaded innocent Monday in
as dean of the Atlanta University U.S. District Court to charges
LEDGER * TIMER FILE
School of Social Work.
of threatening the We of
Born in Kentucky, he attended President Nixon,
Lincoln Institute near Shelbyville
The indictment filed with
Mrs. Rule E. McCabe, age 76, and Sam Redden, age 75, are the and was graduated from Kentucky Judge Andrew A. Caffrey said
State College in 1941.
Delorie told federal agents he
deaths reported.
After service in the army, he was going to kill ,the President,
Tom Adams has been called as pastor of the Spring Creek
did graduate work at MassachCaffrey ordered a mental
Baptist Church.
Calloway Catalans prepared to join other state hunters today usetts Institute of Technology examination for Delorie,
and the University of Minnesota,
as the duck season opened at noon.
the recipient of numerous honoMany TVA cabin areas on Kentucky Lake will soon have their from which he received the mas- rary
degrees and awards.
ter's degree in 1947. During the
power lines, according to the REA.
He was one of twenty Ameriacademic year 1960-61 he was a
visiting scholar at HarvardUniv- cans selected in 1969 by President Johnson to receive the"Meersity.
Dr. Young Is president-elect dal of Freedom", the nation's
of the National Association of highest civilian award.
He is a lecturer and author
Social Workers and past presiLEDGER a TIMES FILE
dent of the National Conference of two books and writes a coluon Social Welfare. He has also mn, "To Be Equal," which appserved on seven national comm- ears in 93 newspapers across
the country and is carried by
Deathsareported are Epti Miller, age 94, John Bell Darnell, age issions of the last two presi20 radio stations.
70, Erve A. Johnston, age 68, and Thomas E. Swift, age 76 dential administrations and is
11, T. Waldrop has been appointed local agent for Standard Oil
Products in Murray and Calloway County.
Mrs. Carlisle Cutchln attended a family reunion at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A, L. Stanhill, near Fulton.
Own Cooking?
Robert S. (Duck) Jones, local druggist, has been elected a
director for the first Congressional district for the Kentucky
Corn. To
Merchants Association.

DEAR ABBY: I will never have the same problem again
with the person involved in this one, because she will never
be invited to another meal at my house, but please tell me
what I SHOULD HAVE done.
I entertained at my home for dinner one evening. It was
rather informal, and I placed the hot dish in the center of the
table. Well, one of the women had several helpings, after
which she took her fork and started to eat right out of the
serving dish! While we sat and talked, she kept picking
away.
Of course, I was flattered that my food tasted so go9d,to
her, but why she didn't just take another serving is beyond
me. I said nothing. Just fumed. I would have corrected my
granddaughters had they done such a thing. What should I
have done?
WONDERING

Whit Young
To Speak At
Western U.

DEAR WONDERING: You should have said (when she
first pat her fork into the serving dish), "PLEASE have
another serving." If she declined and later made another
expedition with her fork, you should have very emphatically
GIVEN her another serving. Your message would have been
clear. And you'd have saved yourself a lot of fuming.
DEAR ABBY: I am 16 years old. When I was not yet 15,
I got pregnant, and the boy skipped town. I had a baby girl,
and she is now 8 months old.
My problem is my parents. They kept the baby and are
raising her to believe that THEY are her Mom and Daddy
and that I am her big sister.
Abby, I don't think this is right I want my baby to know
that I am hef mother. My mother says this will embarrass
the baby when she grows up, and it's better this way.
My mother is very possessive. She hardly lets me near
the baby. I think my mother acts this way because I am her
only child, and she never could have any more after me.
Please tell me what to do
NO NAME PLEASE

Ten Years Ago Today

DEAR NO NAME: Unfortunately, you are not much
more than a child yourself now, but you are a mother and
have some rights. Talk to your minister, doctor, or lawyer so
that SOMEONE will know the true parentage of the child,
should you decide to file a valid claim upoa her later. For the
present, finish your education and try to become the kind of
woman your child will be proud to call "Mother" if and when
you decide in due time to set her straight.

20 Years Ago Today

Tired of Your

HAZEL CAFE
Bible Thoughtfor Today

and Try tour
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By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
Isn't it wonderful that we have
The green of the pines and
such an abundance of berries! I magnolias are brought out in
realized this fact anew a day or so sharp relief with the bare
ago when I walked around the branches of the trees. Some of the
flower beds where only a couple oaks are holding their leaves and
of weeks ago there were blooming will still hold on to some of them
plants. Now there is nothing but next spring when the new ones
the
blackened
bushes
of push them off.
marigolds,
hibiscus
and
Yesterday was Thanksgiving
geraniums, as well as roses
caught in the freeze. But the Day, the one day of the year set
pyracantha,
the
hollies, aside for one purpose only, that of
euonymous, mahonias and other giving thanks to our Maker for
berry bearing plants are so the beauty, the food and the
bright and lovely that we are ibundance of His bounty in so
made to realize that no matter many ways. But let's not stop
what the season, good or bad, with that one day. For each
there is something beautiful to morning, the song of a bird, the
sound of the wind through the
see.
trees, the sight of a squirrel
you will find yourself all set for scampering across the yard, the
the big day. Decide on your crunch of leaves underfoot, the
greenery, but wait until a few laugh of a child, and a million
days before Christmas to bring it other little things give us reason
in. Soak it well in water, keep it to stop and say, "Thank You."
away from fire or radiators, so
Now the most wonderful season
you can enjoy a safe holiday
of the year approaches. Nothing
season.
gives quite the thrill of readying
Begin making your decorations ourselves for the time of giving,
now, there are so many lovely of getting, of sharing, of loving,
things to make. Of course I love and living again the mystery of
the red and green, but whatever Santa and the greatest mystery
your favorite color, use it of all time the Incarnate birth of
lavishly. This is one season thcre the Savior of mankind. There is
can hardly be two much beauty no reason in my mind why these
two things cannot go together
and freshness.
Those of you who have
nativity scene, get it out lovingly
and give it a prominent place. If
you have none, please do get one,
if only a small set and an inexpensive one. For there is nothing
that will bring to the minds of
children and grown-ups alike the
true reason we commemorate * Now Showing!*
Christmas Day.
This doesn't sound like a
man went looking for America
garden column today, but 1
simply got carried away by tht And couldn't find it anywhere,
approaching season. Oh. How 1
do love Christmas and all it
means
CANNES FILM
Let us pray that it will not be
FESTIVAL
too long before all our boys May
WINNER'
Bev fm,iii
be home from forieng soil to
Nee Poeta
loved
their
with
day
celebrate the
ones.
MOO C01•11101, .,,.e .11
1,010'Pft X1.- • 4"
prOle411

;od's gift to us creates in our
hearts the desire to respond,
giving of ourselves, to families
and to the unfortunate who have
so little.
It is a glorious season, a time
for happiness and joy. So let us
get our hearts ready first, so that
necessary items fall in their right
places. Begin your plans now, so
that when Christmas day comes
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* FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose
A time to we,and a time to laugh; a time
under the heaven: .
to mourn, and a time to dance. — Ecclesiastes 3:1, 4.
There are proper occasions for almost all of the activities
of mankind. It is a wise person indeed who can respond appropriately in each situation in which he finds himself.

DEAR ABBY Less than a week ago, I went to my little
girl's school to see a preview of a program called "FAMILY
LIFE." The parents of all the students were invited to
acquaint themselves with the course they intended to give
their children, and to voice their opinions, pro or con.
I approved heartily, and had no objections whatsoever to

s.
e•

Gain

arden Path
(

DEAR MILWAUKEE: My medical authorities agreed
that repeated blows in the area of the breads CAN be
dangerous to women, so unless some kind of protective
covering is worn, you'd better skip the boxing.
As for wrestling, you can bend each other into pretzels if
you like, but co-ed bouts are not recommended.

1111111111111MigiailM11111111

30YearsAgoThis Week

Down the

DEAR ABBY: Our group is comprised of women who are
interested in learning to wrestle and box for fun and
amusement. We are not advocating bouts between men and
women, but we wouldn't refuse such encounters if they were
to arise.
The girls wear bathing suits and work out on the mats in
the health studio. We want to know if there is any "danger
factor" in this kind of sport for women? This is not a put-on.
We are sincerely interested in a serious reply.
MILWAUKEE

ill11111111111111011111111111111
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By Abigail Van Buren
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II

What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get It off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box SPIN, Las Angeles, Cal.
SPIlL For a /cryostat reply enclose stamped, addressed
eovelope.

Women should
duck boxing

30-Gem
31-Cseelic
33-Evaluates
34-Last king of Troy
36-German title
37-001•s rianw
39-Coniunction
41 Born
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my 10-year-old taking such a course. But what appalled me
was the pitifully small number of parents who attended.
Shame on all of you who didn't show up! Especially those
emene vou who sit home and gripe about the "evils" of sex
education in the schools, when you don't even bother to come
to schoo, atid find out wh t is being taught. Sign me
DISGUSTED IN OCEANSIDE, CAL

Decin.-A1311.•
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RACERS OPEN CAGE SEASON MONDAY
Champs
In The South

Gamecocks Eye Championship

By DAVID atOFFIT
Expects Improvement
ATLANTA (UPI)—Frank McThe way McGuire sees it,
Guire thinks his South Carolina South Carolina should be a lot
Gamecodts eigt yom the national better than last year's 21-7
basketball championship. team.
e
urthey'll have to beat North
All of last year's starters are
cairoling, where McGuire won a
national title back in 1957, to back. That includes John Roche,
the ACC Player of the Year who
prove it.
There's no denying South Ca- averaged 23.6 points, and 6-footrolina looks like a champion. 10 Tom Owens who led the ACC
But, as McGuire has often com- in rebounding. Add 6-foot-10
plained, no matter how well an sophomore Tom Riker who avAtlantic Coast Conference team eraged 26.6 points and 18.3 redoes during the season, one loss bounds with the frosh and McIn the ACC Tournament and you Guire figures that's enough to
go all the way—especially since
can forget the NCAA crown.
That's what happened to Mc- Lew Alcindor is no longer at
Guire's "super sophs plus one" UCLA.
Actually, North Carolina, even
last season. They got bumped
out of the ACC Tournament by with Scott back, figures to be
a Duke team they had beaten the fourth best team in the
twict
South.
North
Carolina, featuring
Kentucky, the Southeastern
Charlie Scott, took care of Duke Conference favorite, and Davidmade
it to the NCAA semi- son, in a class alone in the othand
finals before being stopped by erwise weak Southern ConferPurdue which, of course, then ence, are the 2-3 choices.
lost to UCLA.
Maravich In Spotlight
Barring a major surprise, it's
a seemingly safe bet that the
South's top individual player
will be "Pistol Pete" Maravich
of Louisiana State — back for
his senior season.
"Pistol Pete" scored 1,138
points as a sophomore and then
New
Concord Elementary topped that with 1,148 as a juSchool held its annual intra- nior. He needs only 688 more
mural basketball tournament on to become the most prolific
November 20 with the Second scorer in major college history.
grade defeating the first grade Maravich has a fantastic 4414 to 8. The Fourth grade de- point average for his first two
feated the Third grade 22 to 11 varsity seasons.
while the Fifth grade won over
The best independents in the
the Sixth grade 19 to 16.
South could be unheralded JackPrior to the opening game
sonville (Fla.) University. The
the Junior BasketballeKing and
Queen were crowned. Attend- Dolphins, 17-7 a year ago, have
ants from the FouIth grade two 7-footers and eight others
were Patricia McKinney and who are 6-1 or better
David Meyers; Third grade
Atlantic Coast
Tammy Lax and and Kenneth South Carolina, North CaroMcCuiaton; Second grade, Mon- lina, Duke. The Gamecocks and
ty Wilson and Jim Williams
e Tar Heels probably will
The King and Queen came dominate regular season play
from the First grade. They were but don't forget that one-lossQueen Shonna Wilhite and d-you're-out tournament rule.
King Kim Weatherford.
Duke's new Coach Bucky WatMiss Debra Chadwick, last s, head man at West Virginia
year's queen was present to
year, really believes the
the new King and Qween• Blue Devils can' be a contender

Take On
MIC
Tennessee Wesleyan

BOWLING
STANDINGS

if Randy Denton and Dick De.
Venzio are consistent.
THURSDAY COUPLES
Norm Sloan has most of his
BOWLING LEAGUE
'69 team back at North Carolina
Weak of 11-20-'69
State and says he's got the sort
W. L
Standings:
Murray State will open its forwards; Ron Johnson at centof sophomores that can make Rockets
32 12
season Dec. 1 at er; and In Funnecnan and
basketball
the Wolfpack the ACC dark Pin Busters
29 15
home with Tennessee Wesley- Jim Young at guards. Virden,
horse.
28 16
Red Birds
an.
the OVC's "Player of the Year"
Wake Forest was 16-9 last Spares
17
2'7
ValOhio
of
Champions
the
last season, average 23.5 points;
year and bears watching but Reapers
27 17
ley Conference for the Last two Blondet, an all-conference playyou can forget about Clemson, Night Owls
25 19
seasons, the Racers have been er, averaged 14.6, Young 11.2:
Maryland and Virginia.
24 20
Befuddled Four
picked to to the league again Johnsan 10 5, and Funnernan
Southeastern
21 23
Turtles
62.
this
year by OVC coaches.
Adolph Rupp's hopes of retir- Rolling Stones
19 25
five starters from last
The Racers warmed up for
All
ing at Kentucky with his fifth Benots
18 26
year's team which ocanpiled a Wesleyan by trouncing the MurNCAA crown were jolted this L. S. D. Plus 1
18 26
22-6 record are back but two ray freshmen 103-73 last Monsummer when Mike Casey was Alley Cats
16 28
valuable reserves, Jim Stocks day. Blondet topped the team
29
15
in
Rollers
an automobile acciinjured
and Ron Romani, graduated. in scoring in the game with 21
9 35
dent. But Rupp, who had only Strikes
Coach Cal Luther says that the points. Young had 18, Virden
High Team Game HC
one senior on last year's 23-5
major problem for his Racers 13, Gary Steverson 12, and
809-8'72
squad, still has Dan Issel and Alley Cats
will likely be depth. "We sho- Steve Riley 10.
Turtles
809
Mike Pratt and some fine lookLuther said he was quite
uld be deep enough at guard
804
Rockets
ing sophomores.
pleased
of
with his team's fast
us
couple
but
lose
let
a
High Team 3 Games HC
If Kentucky falters, the SEC
front court men on fouls and break but was disappointed with
Alley
2405
Cats
race should be between VandrNe're in trouble," Luther said. its defense and ball handling
2311
bllt, paced by Perry Wallace, Rockets
A knee injury has already "Our defense wasn't nearly as
2303
Turtles
and Tennessee, led by Bobby
sidelined
one Racer, guard good as I had hoped and we
High Team Game SC
Croft. Auburn, featuring John
Frank Streety, for the season made far too many floor er
Alley
Cats
714
Mengelt and sophomore Henry
opener and perhaps for all af nors," he said.
676
Harris, considers itself the con- Fan Busters
Tennessee Wesleyan has se
December. Streety, a part time
Reapers
661
ference dark horse.
yen lettermen but one starter
starter
last
season,
averaged
6.6
High Team 3 Games SC
Georgia has 6-11 Bob Lienhard
back from last year's team
Pin Busters
1981 SEASON'S DEBUT. The Fillies, Murray State University's pre- points.
which had a 14-7 record. The
and some flashy outside shootAlley Cats
1931 cision-drill team, will formally open their second season Decem- Starters for Murray against returning
starter is all-conferers. Florida lost big Neal Walk Reapers
1877 ber 1 at the Tennessee Wesleyan basketball game. Co-captains fennessee Wesleyan will like- ence guard Kelly Aldnidge
who
but has Andy Owens. Coach
ly the same Live yam started
High Ind. Game SC
of the colorful unit are Lucretia McClenney (left) of Louisville
averaged 20.3 points. Other reTommy Bartlett insists the Ga- Hafton Garner
206-220 and Jamie Mortensen of Hopkinsyllle. (Photo by Wilson Woolley) most of last season—Claude turning squadmen are guard
tors won't be out of the running Jun Neale
Virden and Hector Blondet at
211
Jimmy
Hamilton,
forwards
if 6-10 Gary Waddell's back im- Paul Buchanan
204
Bruce Mullins and Dick Slack,
proves.
Noble Knight
204
and center Burman Shelton.
Maravich hasn't made LSU a Marilyn Parks
200
The game will begin at 7:30
contender before and, even Peggy Hendon
179
p. m. The freshmen will play
though he'll pack them in every- Leta Norsworthy
178
Lambuth College in a So'clock
where he plays, he can't do it
High Ind. 3 Games SC
preliminary.
alone this time, either. Alabama, Hatton Garner
605
Mississipp Jim Neale
Mississippi
and
585
State? No.
Paul Buchanan
579
Marilyn Parks
Southern
530
YEOMAN SIGNED
Davidson, 27-3 last year, is Betty Dixon
456
willing to match its front three Joann Woods
448
HOUSTON (UPI)— Head footHigh Ind. Game HC
of Mike Maloy, Doug Cook and
aall coach Bill Yeoman has
or from Drew, Miss., pulled the Manning, Florida and Relies been signed to a new Live
By DAVID MOFFIT
Jerry Kroll against anyone. But Hafton Garner
242
year
Rebels together after a shaky got only a tie.
240
UPI Sports Writer
Terry Holland, who succeeded Don Mohman
contract by the University of
J.
C.
start
them
and
past
led
McDaniel
Geor- Florida's toughest foe was Au- Houston with a substantial
224
Lefty Driesell as coach, must
228
ATLANTA (UPI) — In early gia, Louisiana State and Tennes- burn — and the Tigers won 38- raise according to university
come up with an effective guard Marilyn Parks
Leta Norsworthy
12, intercepting nine of Reaves' authorities,
236 September 1968, Ole Miss Coach see tb the Sugar Bowl. duo to compete nationally.
Yet his finest individual per- passes. Ole Miss' toughest foe
225 Johnny Vaughn introduced a
The rest of the league will be Peggy Hendon
The West Point graduate is 7High Ind. 3 Games HC
group of visiting sportswriters formance came not in victory was supposed to be the 3rd - 2 this season and his team is
battling for second place seedHatton Garner
671 to a lanky, red - haired sopho- but the night Alabama edged ranked, unbeaten Tennessee- headed
ing in the season-end tournafor the Astro-Blue
623 mare and said:
Ole Miss 33-32 in a nationally but Manning led the Rebels to Bonnet Bowl, the first
ment, where the same rule as J. C. McDaniel
major
Paul
Buchanan,
621
'
7Gentlemen, this is Archie televised game. That was the a hard-to-believe 38-0 victory.
the ACC applies but where Davbowl invitation the school ever
Marilyn Parks
6k4
Tam-Season Star
Manning, Mark my words, I've night Manning passed and ran
idson doesn't appear ltidangCr. Leta Norattiorthy
received,
583 had some All-America quarter- for an arnaaing 540 yards!
Manning's been a candidate
East Carolina, Furman, Rich- Joann Woods
5/30
defensively
Missisweak
With
for
player
offensive
of the year
mond and George Washington
backs but this boy is going to
High Averages (Men)
are considered about on par Jim Neale
be better than any of them." sippi State yet to be played honor since his varsity debut
NORTH SOUTH
193
Tuesday, 15 months later, in Thursday, Manning has gained last year, He was named Southwith each other and The Cita- T. C. Hargrove
183
keeping with Vaughn's prophecy, a total of 1,916 yards - an av- east offensive player of the
del, William & Mary and Vir- Paul Buchanan
MIAMI (UPI}— Coach Charlie
180
Archie Manning was named erage of 216 per game. While week three times in 1968 and Tate of the University of Miami
ginia Military bringing up the Lyman Dixon
179
1,553 of those yards came on twice so far this year.
rear again.
and Florida State coach Bill
Vernon Riley
174 Southeastern Conference offen- passing, he has run for a dozen
But numerous injuries limited Peterson has been named as
sive player of the year by UnitIndependents
High Averages (Women)
touchdowns while passing for his over-all performance last coaches of the South team for
Jacksonville University plays Betty Dixon
162 ed Press International.
year and he failed to even earn the Shrine North-South college
most of the other major South- Marilyn Parks
It was no contest. Manning nine.
160
Reaves has a big statistical a berth on the all - conference All-Star Christmas Day Orange
ern independents this winter so Patsy Neale
146 won by a whopping 6-to-1 marit shouldn't take long to get a Joye Rowland
148 gin over his only rival, sopho- edge over Manning, having team although he was second Bowl game.
line on the tall and reportedly Betty Riley
Coach Jack Mollenkopf of
142 more quarterback John Reaves gained 2,519 yards and thrown in the SEC in total offense with
Jane Knight
talented Dolphins.
Purdue
has already
142 of Florida, in balloting by 22 touchdown passes. But, where 1,716 yards.
been
His selection as the all-confer- named as a North coach,
sportswriters and sportscasters Ole Miss beat Georgia with
The Dolphins' biggest chalence quarterback this year, in Another North coach will be
from the seven-state region.
lenge for independent honors
a two-man race with Reaves, named later.
Pulled Team Together COACHES HIRED
should come from Florida State
MAGIC-TRI
was just as overwhelming as toThe 6-foot-3. 200- pound juniwhich has a real all-star candiWeek of 11-25-'69
MINNEAPOLIS — ST. PAUL day's honor.
date in 6-foot-10, 230-pound Dave Standings:
W. L
The Minnesota Twins
Before the Ole Miss-Tennessee
Cowens who averaged 20,3 Johnsons Groc.
44
8
have announced the acquisition game, the Vols kiddingly asked
points and 17.5 rebounds while Country Kitchen
34 18
of two new coaches and the "Archie who?" and geared
pacing the Seminoles to an 18-8 Ezell's Beauty
reappointment of another,
their defenses to contain Man32
mark last year.
School
The Twins said that former ning. Statistically, they held
Miami, 14-10 last season, has Owens Food Market 32
New York Yankee coach Frank Manning below his average—
an outstanding individual per- Jerry's Restaurant 28
Crosetti, who was with Seattle but, by concentrating on Manformer in junior Don Curnutt Oarroll's Volkswagen 28
last year would take over as ning, opened the door for his
who averaged 27.5 last season. Miller Funeral Home 24
third base coach and that Mary backfield mates.
21
Georgia Tech, which didn't Bank of Murray
"I've never liked us being
Grissom, a coach with the
even break even at 12-13, also Town & Country
Queen Shonna Wilhite and King Kim Weatherford of the New has one of the South's top
17 35
Dress Shop
Chicago White Sox last year thought of as a one-man team,"
stars
Ceacierd First Grade, were crowned last week during the annual — 64 junior Rich Yunkus who
High Team 3 Games HC
would handle the pitchers.
Manning said modestly. "The
Johnsons Grocery
2865
Vern Morgan will return as Vols gave us a chance to prove
Intramural basketball tournament.
averaged 24.1 point.
Country Kitchen
2805
the Twins first-base coach, a that we've got a fine offensive
Carrolls Volkswagen
2717
club spokesman said.
line."
High Team Game HC
Country Kitchen
968
Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle
Johnson's Groc
985
Jerry's Restaurant
If a member of 1970
964
URDU V1212119
High Ind. 1 Games HC
ACROSS
3 Clergyman
040531!1 Lit3ag
Christmas Club
4 Enthralled
629
Lanita Malcolm
GI7J VL4fle7 MR@
1-Jump
5 Beverage
597
Laverne Ryan
HO
IIIMIEJ
4-Knocks
1-3131210 130113
Marilyn Parks
598
11-Spacks
7-Surgical thread
r11191111ii
110110
12-1k
mistaken
CALI
High hid. Game HC
8-Repasts
PlIZETWIEJ IZILIGHiE10
. 13-Tovila1thililber
Lanita Malcolm
277
9 Unit
iu
14-Arrow poison
la000
NVOLifl
10 Number
Laverne Ryan
238
15-Unit of Popuaufmn
11 Place
227
Marilyn Parks
guese curfbncy
LIPC1ffl 1:30013 RIP
17-Matden loved by
We are celebrating our Nineteenth,
High hid. 3 Games SC
16-Relevant
BL.
- 10 0011M1 Mal
Zeus
18-Choose
512
Marilyn Parks
19-Prefix with
L3111irl
Anon
20
omn upon u9nn
22-Hit lightly
503
Bobbie Garrison
Year
21-Conjunction
24-A continent
476
Wanda Nance
22-Measure of
(abbr )
33 Communist
44 Gray
High Ind. Game SC
weight
25-Plunges
36 Coniunction
45 Great Lake
23-Finishes
Lanita Malcoim
213
26 Shut noisily
37 Cylindrical
46-Rant
190
27 In add
Marilyn Parks
38 Buries
47 Weight of India
29-Container
28 Evaluate
188
40 Domesticated
Laverne Ryan
48 Attempt
30-SPoor
29 Temporary bed 41-Nan's nickname 49 Spanish for
Splits Converted
31-Note of scale
30 Chinese pagoda 43 Symbol for
Emma Adams
32-Ecpiosive nose 32 Gift
2-7
tantalum
50 Hurried
33-Ethiopian title
Jane Barnett
5-10 MEATH HOLDER somebody
34-Parent (eolioq.)
Betty Dixon __ 3-10 & 1410 dubbed this shapely lass, Me35-Begin
Geraldine Myers
541-10 linda Jones, 18, "Miss Skin
37-Afternoon party
Anna Owen
447 Direr 1970" at Sunken
Gar38-Doctrine
Lanita Malcolm
2-7
dens in St. Petersburg. She
39-Bacteriologist's
Darlene Miller
3-10
wire
Judy Masters
3-10 has 36-23-35 beautisVcs, and
40-Man's niclumrne
her
three
zan
breath
hold
for
Carol Hill
3-10
41-Indefinite article
minutes underwater.
Maudie Kenneriy
5-7
42-Heavenly body
Lorraine M.aggard
4-7-10
44-change
Wanda Nance
3-10
47-Pennants
MIAMI (UPI)-- The New
Estelle Ezell
3-10 Year's Day Orange Bowl 51-Period of time
Top Ten Averages
Penn State agsIns 52-Ireland
pitting
Certificate
Bobbie Garrison
165 Missouri, is a sellout. Both 53-Greenland
BRUCE THOMAS
settlement
Marilyn Parks
160 schools reported their ticket
54-Outfit
Betty Dixon
156 allotments gone and there
will 55-Hindu peasant
Mildred Hodge
153.
no tickets sold the day of the 56-Negate 1),
be
Hook insv We Federal
Wanda Nance
149
57 bishopric
game.
LaVaughn Latimer
145
DOWN
Savings & Loan Min.
Nancy Rogers
138
.•
136 1 -At this pleat
Virginia Buchaaon
133 Mary Harris
Nat E Main Street
2 City in Russia '
Isabel
134
Parks
Betty Darnell
138
132
Sandra Thompson
136 Jean Butterworth

ti)cl

Tourney Held
At New Coicord

Vaught Forecast Manning As
All-American in September '68

ram"

REGISTER NOW!!

`4RgSe88

SICHOLSON
cou.nou acruac

&

Free $100w

CHRISTMAS CLUB
Winner Receives

$200.00

- 19th ANNIVERSARY

11
Fresh
nally

rtised

tandise

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Join Now!!

in business beginning today
thru Saturday. A group from our
regular stock of Famous Brand
Women's Wear has been reduced
to bring savings from 25% up to
50%1

If,on
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A small deposit holds in layaway until the Holidays, so
buy now and save! Be sure to come in and register for
to be given away now thru Saturday.
Free Gift
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CLIME JORDAN SHOPP1
Mayfield
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Teen-age Contraceptive Counselling
Service Sponsored At San Francisco

Mrs. Dailey Gives
Book Study At
The Crider Home

& TIMES

—

MURRAY. LlENTOCKY

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . • •

SATURDAY — NOVEMBER 29. 1965

-wee
Phone 753-1917 or 753-4067

PAGE

Use Imagination For Special Gifts As
Persons Shop For The Christmas Season

By PATRICIA McCORMACK walks through the doors is
erved— provided she is under
By PATRICIA MeCORMACK Protected by electronic automfe
The Woman's Missionary Soctic alarm system."
no
18.
NEW YORK (UPI)— If the
fety of the Elm Grove Baptist
alarm system to go with the
Welcome
Boyfriends
NEW
YORK
(UP1)—
Making
Church held a book study at
stork wore a coat he'd probably
If girls call in advance, they the home of Mrs. Albert Crider
your Christmas gift list and sign but if it helps, the sign's
be laughing tp a sleeve over
boyfriends are on Tuesday, November 25, at
blanks beside names of authentic.
that
told
finding
e
adults— from church, school.
Other favorites among things
discusgrow
the
eicome
at
persons
who are hard to
ten o'clock in the morning.
fteH.
hnip _ Enesuzed in
I've seen is a flashlight with a
please?
over
whose job it sloe— first phase of the service.
Mrs. Paul Dailey, Sr., was
is to
At the discussion common the guest speaker and gave a
How about shopping for a siren and a dog collar that
educate
youngsters
misconceptions about sex and most interesting and informaabout sex.
sphygmomanometer or
any glows in the dark. The former
birth
control
are
examined.
bound
unusual
thing
to does the screaming for you in a
other
tive study on the book, "Sons
In this era of sexuality at an
mugging situation. And the
contraception
and
curiosiMethods
of
stir
conversation,
Ishmael:
of
make
How
They
Shall
early age he goes about
The Murray Business and presented a
latter helps Fido to be seep by
followed
by
are
work
they
imaginhow
Hear-,
require
as
ty
of
a
perhaps
part
the
week
an
of
plant
Saturday, November 2,
of yellow
flapping his wings the usual
Professional
Club mums for her many
Women's
motorists at night.
years of ation in the use?
All members of the Oak,
way— never minding to read the a discussion of the male and prayer for foreign missions.
birthday
celebrated
42nd
its
Things for the kite hi)
systems.
At the noon hour the group Country Club are invited to a
The Christmas gift book and
service to the club.
ages of boys and girls involved. female reproductive
with a dinner meeting at the
abounds in catalogues.
went
to
years
Colonial
the
the
two
During
the
House
of
full
already
are
ads
Hootenanny
at
p.m.
7:90
There
Many gynecologists see the
Other past presidents presMurray Woman's Club House
people
who allegedly
results of no sex education. One service has operated, 22 of the Smorgasbord for a delightful is no admission charge. Coun- on Thursday, November 20, at ent were Mrs. G. B. Scott 1933- descriptions of such tokens of everything
all through the
luncheon.
contracepwanted
appreciation.
try music will be "The Three
of these, Dr. William B. 500 girls who
six-thirty o'clock in the even- 34, Mrs. Caliii)a B. Clanton
house probably don't have a
Those present were Mesdames Ts Plus One"
control
stopped
birth
using
sphygmomanom
tion
eter
This
Thompson, assistant professor
1935-36, Mrs. Myrtle J. Wall
ing.
Mae Williams, Pearl Moore,
•••
costs $10.50 and it's used to stripper, Lester, fluter, or
of gynecology at the University because they were no longer Brigham Futrell,
Mrs. Goalie Vance, president, 1044-48, Mrs 1-ileelle Thurman
Alvin Futrell,
in
There
were,
active.
sexually
Monday,
December I
blood pressure readings. If notcher in the kitchen—so a gift
take
of CaLtiorala at Irvine, made a
Jones
Nell
Sadie
Mrs.
194748,
presided. Mrs. Sadie Neil Jones
pregnan- Mason Thomas, Dick Futrell,
unplanned
addition,
10
Kathleen
The
Jones
shortage
Group
of doctors gets of any of these things will be
the
"painful decision" after seeing
Wilbur Weston, Robert Wes- of the First Baptist Church gave a brief history of the club 1952-53, Mrs. Lucille T. Ron worse, this gadget may even appreciated, once you explain
tailure
of
to
due
two
cies—
four girls, 12, very pregnant—
ton, Hardin Morris, Earl Lee, WMS will meet at the home of before she and Mrs. Freda But- 1953-55, Mrs. Rubye K. Pool have a practical use in 19'70.
how it's used.
and also very unaware of the contraceptive methods.
Thannie
Parker, George Gausey, Mrs. Solon Darnell at 7:15 p.m terworth lighted the firtzetsve 1956-57, Mrs. Rozellia Outland
Removes Rljid
attitude
Is
clinic
the
at
The
item
$2.25
Also
medical
a
is
Marjorie
Huie
1938-59,
Mrs.
S.
fact.
candles.
Albert Crider, and Harry She• ••
stripper
takes the colored
The
non-judgmental
.
"fascbaating
and
billed
as
Vinson
Miss Mary Williams who was 1959-61, Mrs. Betty 0.
Prescribes For Minors
kell.
rind
citrus
from
fruits in one
The Lottie Moon Group of
job
Goldsmith
the
of
said
Dr.
kids
educational
and
for
•••
the first president of the club 1962-64, Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker
His decision involved departcontinuous spiral. The zester
the First Baptist Church WMS
standards
in 1927.29 was present and was 1964-66,- and Miss Doris Row- adults." The item? A stethesing from past precepts and helping the girl to set
will meet at the home of Mrs.
shaves carrots. The fluter puts
cope.
land 1966-68.
writing prescriptions for oral for her conduct generally has
Rudolph Howard at 5:30 p.m. for a potluck dinner.
those ridges across a cucumearlier
We
done
been
her
by
in
Some
Pig-in-a-Poke
Each
Are
the
presidents
of
past
contraceptives for minors.
The hostesses will serve a light
•• •
environment.
when
told of her years of serving as
Some gifts are the pig-in-a- ber, zucchini or
The yoimgest recipient for her family
meal.
you slice it.
"that
said,
felt,"
she
"We
dace
president.
First
The
this
Baptist
Church
is
a
variety.
poke
In
such a prescription: 10 years
•••
The notc.her is a V,seapee
these girls will be more
WMS will meat at the church Special music was by Sarah $3.50 weight control kit. It
and six months of age.
The
First
Baptist Church at 9:30 a. m. with Mrs. Robert Strode and Janet Machel, stu- contains, according to the ad, blade that enables one to
message
receptive
straight
a
to
The
Hazel Baptist YWA met
His philosophy and that of
WMS will open its week of H. Billingto.n as the leader.
dents at Murray State Univer- "10 carefully selected items to separate fruits into perfect,
other gynecologists following a of responsible contraception ir the home of Mrs. Danny Out- prayer programs at the church
• ••
sity.
mixed message such as land November 24, Ruth Ann
a
than
help reduce weight and in- evenly notched halves.
similar
trail:
prevent the
at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs. Harold
E0811 those who seem to hale
Mrs. Jamie Washer was pre- crease humor."
The Immanuel Lutheran Wo
tragedy of an unwanted preg- —don't do it, tad if you do do Barrou, president, presided at G. Beaman as leader
everything for the kitchen
men's Missionary League will sented with a charm for the
the
meeting
this."
with
do
it
it,
problem,
money's
for
a
If
•
•
•
nancy in a young girl.
have its Christmas party at the "safe driving award" by Mrs. just $2 you can get a warning probably don't have a cooler for
Reports of mission activities
The West Coast, of course,
home of Mrs. Marilyn Adams, Vance.
for the month were given. The
Department
of
Garden
The
sticker that goes on the door, caviar, Not one made of
has no corner on unwanted
call to prayer was given oy the Murray Woman's Club will 1603 Miller, at 7:30 p.. m.
Doris
Miss
Rowland
proclaimine
led
— "W arnin g! English lead crystal and silver
in
pregnancies among minors or
• ••
Peggy Forres and Sandra Bram- have its Christmas decorating
plate. A mere $45.
the
pledge
to
the
flag
and
Mrs
more than its share of sexually
Friday, December 5
lett. Carol Russell led in a party for the ground floor of
If caviar
isn't on the
Myrtle Wall gave the iovoca
active teen-agers. But it does
special prayer for the mission- the club house at nine a.m. The Waiting Wives Club will tion and benediction. Mrs. Napremises, the recipient of this
seem to be in the lead when it
aries.
with Mrs. J. W. Young as chair- meet with Mrs. Ann Kelly Dod- dine Turner, first vice-president
item certainly can use it as a
comes to doing something to
- Members participated in an man All members are urged son, 1202 Peggy Ann Drive, at .vas in charge of the program
centerpiece— filled with flowers.
prevent such pregnancies.
seven
p.
m.
informal discussion concerning to attend Mrs. J. B. Wilson
and Mrs. Edna Milliken was in
• ••
In San Francisco, for examthe beliefs and conviction of and Mrs. Dick Sykes are hos:barge of decorations for the
ple, there is a teen-age
The Senior Citizens Club will table.
Christians and their involve- tesses.
Kappa Delta Sorority of MurBy
International
United
Press
meet at the Murray Woman's
contraceptive counseling ser• •.
ment in today's world.
State University was the
ray
Breakfasts should be balanced
vice sponsored by Planned
Guests were from Paducah, host of a tea held Sunday afterRefreshments were served to
The Murray Woman's Club Club House at noon for a potwith a food from each of the those present and
luck
dinner.
A
party
Parenthood of San Francisco.
will fol Reidland, Marshall County, May noon, November 23, 1969, from
the discuss- will have its Christmas proDr. Sad* Goldsmith, direc- four food groups — fruits and ion was continued. Mrs. Danny gram by the Music Department low. Hosts will be Mr. and Mrs. field, and Emblem Clubs. Other 2 to 4 p.m. in the Kappa Delia
The New Concord Explorers
tor, reporting in the journal vegetables, bread and cereals, Outland led in the closing Chorus under the direction of 0. C. McLemore, Bryan 'Polley, guests were Mrs. Joyce Thomas, Room in the Panhellenic BuildClub held its regular meet4-H
Lochie
Hart,
Goldia
Curd,
Olive
"Planned Parenthood Perspec- milk and milk products. and prayer.
Miss Frances Whitnell, anc ing. Assisting the sorority were
Mrs Josiah Darnall at 7:30 p.m.
Dollie Haley.
tives." says the clinic meets meat.
Virginia Thicksten of Jackson, alumnae Mrs. James Kerllek, ing on November 13 at the
Members present were: Deb- The public is invited to attend Hagan, and •
••
•• •
two days a week in the afterTenn.
bie Miller, Jackie Dunlap, PegMiss Maxine McCants, Mrs. Da- school.
*0*
The First Baptist Church
• ••
school hours. Any girl who
gy Forres,- Sandra Bramlett, Cavid Govrans, and Mrs. V. W. New officers elected were
The Olga Hampton WMS of
Kilt Stubblefield, president,
rol Russell, Ruth Ann Barrow, the Sinking Springs Baptist WMS will meet at 9:30 a. m. at
Alexander.
Simulated leathers are of two 4.1arcl Barrow and Mrs. Danny Church will meet at seven p.m. the church 'with Mrs. Ray P.
The invited guests were: Mrs. Charles Eaker, vice-president,
Moore as the leader.
Williams,
secretary,
kinds—polyurethane coated Outland.
Morris Saueum, Mrs. Peter Cindy
--- -at the church.
•••
4..
• ••
A
fabrics that can be drycleaned.
new coffeemaker Sweers, Mrs. Eugene Hum, Glenda Eaker, reporter, Robert
Saturday, December 6
eliminates a host of problems, Miss Ruth Sexton, Mrs. Max Brelsford, insurer, Danny Chadand expanded vinyl that must be
The Coldwater United MeSkillets set tne stage for
Mrs. Richard and Mary Broeparticularly the threat of coffee Carman, Mrs. Walker Black- wick, game leader, and Larry
wetcleaned or wiped off. It's gourmet cooks, be they French thodist Church WSCS will meet
rmgmeyer will be hosts for the
boiling over. It is an automatic burn, Mrs. Holmes Ellis, Mrs. Fitzhugh, song leader.
important to know which type omelet stars or scrambled egg at the church at seven p.m.
monthly meeting of District I
The group voted for each
•• •
Miss Linda Sue Darnell, Nov- you buy. For example, if you
percolator for brewing coffee Eddie Farmer, Mrs. Alfred
Chiorpnactic Association at the
to bring a gift for Western
one
ember 27th bride-elect of Ron- purchased a garment made of a fans. One maker's new matched
Lindsey,
Mrs. Charles Outland.
away from the stove without
Tuesday, December
Grecian Steak House.
State Hospital to the next meetald Paul Wright, was honored fabric that needed drycleaning set of chef's shallow skillets are
Mrs.
Slow,
Ralph
Miss
Ann
Carr,
Group
Christian
of
Wothe
II
electrical
.wires
or
•
additional
•
•
with an informal tea on Satur- and the leather trim was a solid aluminum and lined in men's Fellowship of the First
Mrs. David Lanier, Mrs. Earl ing on December 11.
black with scratch-resistant
The Welcome Wagon New- heat. A special patented element Douglass,
day, Novcmber 15, from two to wetclean-only kind, you'd
Mrs. Rex Galloway,
Christian
Church
meet
will
at
be in finishes. The slim skillets also arc
comers CIO, will have a buffet retains heat to keep coffee hot Mrs.
lour .o'clock in the afternoon at trouble. No
W. C. Elkins, Mrs. Clifford
for over an hour.
matter how they're good for sauteing vegetables and the home of Mrs. Marvin Funen dirgier at the.Holiday Inn
at (The
the home of Miss Jan Cooper,
The brother of A
cleaned, real or imitation meats and for regular home with Mrs. A Carman as co
White Stone House, Eubanks, Ides. James Lassiter,
:36 p.m. For reservations con1E114 Sunset Boulevard.
il.
l
leathers will wear longer if they frying. The sizes: eight and tess at two p.m. Mrs. Harlan tact Mrs. M D. Hassell
148-12 12th Ave., Whitestone, Dr. Alta Presson, Mrs. John Lincoln's wife, George b*
753The gracious hostesses for
Ii-van, and Mrs. James Weather- Clark Todd, was a surgeon in
Hodges will give the lesson.
have the proper care. Leave the 10-inch.
N.Y.).
5640
by November 30.
the occasion were Mrs. Carol
•••
ly.
the Confederate Army.
stain removal to the professional
(Revere Copper and Brass
Kelly, Miss Beverly Paschall,
Murray Assembly No. 19 Orleather-cleaning
specialist.
and Miss Cooper.
der of the Rainbow for Girls
*•*
Miss Paschall greeted t h e
will meet at the Masonic Hall
4**
guests and invited them t o
at seven p.m.
sign the register. Assisting the
Se.
Carpets and rugs stay looking
The latest bathroom seats
hostesses were Misses Christi their best with proper care. separate the seat cover from the
The Goshen United Methodist
and Sarah Cooper who display- Vacuum traffic areas every day seat ring for decorating Church WSCS is scheduled to
ed the gifts as the guests ar- to remove loose particles close flexibility. The new line makes it meet at the church at seven
rived.
to the surface. Vacuum the as easy to change seat lids as it is p.m.
Miss Darnell wore a match- entire carpet at least once a to change the color decor of a
• ••
ing pink sweater and skirt en- week.
The Delta Department of the
bathroom with towels and
semble. She was presented a
shower curtains. The new Murray Woman's Club will meet
cleverly designed corsage of
at the club house at 7:30 p.m
A
new
ashtray
is a showpiece accessories come in Grecian,
fall leaves and yellow and rust
Hostesses will be Dr. Mary EliFrench
Provincial
and
other
porn poms. Mrs. Ralph Darnell, as well as a highly useful
patterns in colors such as oyster zabeth Bell, Mrs. Helen Benaccessory.
Made
of
heavy
cast
mother of the bride-elect, and
nett, Mrs. William B. Britton,
Mrs. Ralph A. Wright, mother brass with the 12 signs of the white, antique gold, moss green, Miss Calara Eagle, Miss Rubie
grotto
blue,
manchu
yellow,
zodiac
pictured on it, the
cf the groom-elect, were also
Smith, and Mrs. Edd Glover
ashtray with designs inlaid in bayberry and ebony.
presented corsages.
• ••
(American Standard Inc., 40
Througholit the house ar- enamel comes in striking colors.
The
Kappa
Department of the
rangements of gold and rust The ashtray is seven inches W 40th St., New York, N.Y.). Murray Woman's Club
will have
TOSS.
porn vms were placed followan open meeting at the club
* * *
•
(Frances Y. Gewirtz, Dept.
ing the color scheme of gold,
house with the "Kids, Carols 'n
•
32, Box 259. Bay Station,
burnt orange and avocado.
Claus". Hostesses will be MesMrs. Carol Kelly, assisted by Brooklyn, N. Y.).
Over seven out of 10 toys are c.ames Richard Knight, Glenn
Mrs. R L. Cboper, presided at
bought by parents for their own Rogers, Bobby Toon, Charles D.
the punch bowl
•
An inch of rain falling evenly children. Grandparents buy Outland, Robert J. McCoart,
•
Approximately thirty persons on an acre of ground equals about one out of every
10 toys and James Stahler.
•
attended or sent gifts.
•
•
•
27,205 gallons of water.
sold.
The Annie Armstrong Group
of the First Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the home of
Mrs. W. J. Pitman at 7:30 p.m.
• ••
The First Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the church
at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs. Hugh
Noffsinger as leader.
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Murray Business And Professional Club
Celebrates Its 42nd Birthday Recently

Ruth Ann Barrow
Presides At Meet
Of The Hazel YWA
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Linda Sue Darnell
Honoree At Tea
At Cooper Home
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TOWN & COUNTRY

The Town & Country Shop
Will Have A

Fall Clearance Sale

ALL FALL MERCHANDISE
/
1 3 TO/
1
2OFF

Just in time to buy your Christmas
Gifts at a . . .
GREAT SAVINGS!!
This Sale includes:

Dor-Mae Fashions
ALL . . .

•• •

Alfred Weber and Howard Wolf
Fall Ensembles
Dresses
/
1
2 Off
one rack 1/
2 off
Slacks - Suits - Sweaters - Skirts
/
1
2 Off
We have a good selection of Maidenform Lingerie and
Myrurgia Perfumes Maja Fragrance
Our New Bride and Bridesmaids Dresses are here!
We have Party Dresses and Pant Suits for Christmas

Dor-Mae Fashi
ons
rhomloin

p4x1•41441 Veneto., Coffee,'

far

Wednesday, December

3
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Church WMS is scheduled to
meet at the church at seven
p. m.
•••
The Faxon Mothers Club will
meet at the school at 1:30 p.
•••
The Flint Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the church
at seven p. m.

* Skirts

* Dresses

* Sweaters

* Blouses

* Slacks

Ibuaday
Bible
Won.
Wan
Wiednei
Mid.
.1.7
▪

0'

Ethurch
•

it,elenIn81
di

Arnie
Worsh
reenir
W.
•
e.

Rib:

Jantzen & Talbot Knitts
Aileen Knitts
Slacks with Matching Blouses
Racks Loaded with
Holiday and Spring Clothes
Alip a Counter of Gifts

•••

Thursday, December 4
The Annual Bell-Ringer benefit card party will be held at
the Woman's Club House at
1:30 p.m. Dessert will be served first. Canasta and bridgz
may be played. Prizes will be
given for high at each table. A
bell Aging will stop the game
at 3 30 p m Make reservations
by calling one of the following
Mrs. Lenvel Yates, Mrs. Freed
Cotham, Mrs. L. C. Hendon
Tickets $1.25 Nunds to be used
for community proj.eqs of the
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
• ••
The'rown and Country Homemakers Club will meet at -the
home of Mrs Ronald Geenens

* Coats

(tad

just wear a smile and ajantzen

Lingerie in all pastel shades
And a Good Selection of Spring
Coats
A°.

II

Nunn

SO COME IN NOW AND CHOOSE YOUR
GIFTS FOR CHRISTMAS
ILA MAE HUIE - Owner

Dixieland Shopping Center

TOWN & COUNTRY

Phone 753 7441

- NOVEMBER
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'al Gifts As
istmas Season

TIMES

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
—Ass-

4o4s

scorTs

GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Loon Penick, pastor
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 am.
orehtp Servile)
8:30 p.m.
Draining Union
7.30 p.m.
Evening Worship
7.20 p.m.
Wednesday Service
Rudy Barnett. 8.8. Snot.. Pawl Ways.
Gar-rens, frainins !Colon Director.

-wow
WNW.

.10MMER.

:NM

".
411PARA

by electronic autocue.
system." There Is no
stem to go with the
if it helps, the sign's

avorites among things
is a flashlight with a
a dog oollar that
the dark. The former
screaming for you in a
situation. And the
ss Fick) to be sew by
at night.
for the kite i
h bi
In catalogues.
who allegedly
all throttgli the
obably don't have a
zester, Bair, or
the kitchen-000 a gift
these things will be
d, once you explat
ised.
:emoves Rik
pper takes the colored
citrus fruits in one
spiral. The zester
:•rots. The fluter puts
;es across a cucumhint or potato when

VIDE YOU

181111ACH BAPTIST CMUSILE
booth Ninth Street
bre. L. D. WRarbs. means,
pundit" &shoot
1:41 am
Ronda/ Worship
10:46
Sunday Night
Training Unix)
1115
Worship SerdOs
700
prayor Heaths

a.v. Ed 4.slayor, poster
Sendai
, School
10:00 am.
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m.
Young People
4:00
Ewing Worship
7:00 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
107 North Fourth Street
Charge R. Bandar,.
Watchtower Study .... 10:30 am.
Bible Lecture Sunday .. 9:30 am.
Bible Study Tuesday ... 7:30 p.m.
Ministry School Friday . 7:30 p.m.
Service Meeting Friday . 8:30 p.m.

ricers
elected were
)blefield,
president,
laker, vice-president,

0081ILEN METHODIST
CHUZCH
Mist and Third Sundays:
Sunday School .... 10:00
Morning Sea-vice .... 11:00
Imootid and Fourth Sundays:
Sunday School .... 10:00
Methodiet Youth
Pellowahlp
4:11
Wonehlp Service
7:00

Villiams,
secretary,
ker, reporter, Robert
trasurer, Danny Chad
e leader, and Larry

song leader.
xip voted for each
ng a gift for Western

crate Army.

INDISE

:hristmas

,S11

Skirts

Sweaters

Slacks

e.. . .,.,

TEMPLE HILL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. A. X. Thomas, Petite,
Preaching:
Find and Third Sundays at 11 11.m.
.
Preaching:
2nd and 4th Sundays at 930 a.m
Sunday School at alternate times
each Sunday.

ZUSSELLS CHAPEL
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Rev. A. M. Thomas, Pastor
Preaching:
First arid Third Sundays 9:30 a.m.
Preaching:
2nd and 4th Sundaye at 11 am
Sunday School at alternate times
Each Sunday

True we

have our furnaces

fired, our machinery greased
and men

to man

XT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
7:00 pm.
Sunday Night Service
Worship Service at 11:00 each first
and third Suroev

WEW PROVIDEN cs
ra-raira OF CHRIST
Johnny Date. minister

Nations are tampering with

His creation and threatening
every day to blow it to bits
... with no thought of God.
His church is on the corner
and His servants are telling
His simple story but.it
means little to, men bent on
destroying things and people9e
No nation can curse God
and get away with it.
He will paralyze them
as He did the serpent.
Likewise, He will deliver
them as He did those in
bondage long ago when
they seek Him. Whenever
and wherever men humble
themselves God will make
a way. Why not spend some
time making preparation
for a greater day...
the final day?
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The gun and archery deer seep
I
son in the Tennessee portion of
fr
Land Between the I-aka-A will be
Game management has many
S.
held Friday and Saturday, Dec.
-- tools by which animals and birds
is: I
_1
..
ember 5 and 6. The hunt for
in the
ar,e measured. To be
The
e forested hills of Land were spotted along the Kentucky whitetail bucks °LILY with antlers sure they
ey aren't 100 per cent
S.
i
Between the Lakes will echo Lake and Lake Barkley shore. visible above the hairline is open correct always but then who is
ur.
*
*
all hunters who have a Tenn- to
with the clear bell of scores lines in Land Between the Lakes
refute the'
figures as given
•
••
of coonhounds this weekend as last week. These magnificent Ur. essee license and a big game by field men who are closer to :
a
.
Land
stamp.
Between the Lakes game than anyone else, In other
the first of nine 2-day hunts ds who spend the winter and early
a
•
.
for racoon and opossum kicks spring months in Land Between bunting permits can be acquired worcis, no one can prove they are :
4
a
off Friday and Satur day, Novem- the Lakes are usually found per- on the mornings of the hunt at wrong.
•
•
•
a
_
ber 28 and 29. Last year four ched on soaring high above , the checking stations located in
For instance, in the past deer
• a.,„
weekend hunts were held. The deep, protected coves on the big the maintenance shop in the for m- hunting season many persona
• "`_"dlidisillbdirdirderdbdbdirdirdbdirdildbdiodbdipds
hunting hours are from 5 p.m. lakes. One observer spotted six er community of Model, Tenness- were of the opinion that there that's a Pod Par-cantles in ters. During that 1964 season
to midnight, and all portions of eagles around the Energy Lake ee, and at the intersection of The were more deer hunters who anybody's league. For last year the approximately 17,000 huntLand Between the Lakes are shoreline, a 370-acre subimpou- Trace and the Blue Spring Road, harvested more game this year over 27,000 deer hunting tags
ers took almost 5,000 deer
open EXCEPT THE CONSERVA- ndment of Le
Lake Barkley near the All hunters must check in
than last year. Until the final were sold, which does not nee- this was one of the higher 4)
TION EDUCATION CENTER and Conservation Education Center. out each time they enter or figures are
tabulated, and pro- essarily mean that there were centage years. About 30 per
________
leave the hunting area, and any jected through
areas otherwise posted. In cona special meth- that number of hunters. Some of the hunters were successful.
trast to last year's regulations,
The quail and rabbit seasons deer taken must be checked out. anism service furnished the fle. could have purchased tags but
it's too early to tell too mucn
there will be no check-in and in both the Kentucky and Tenne. The checking stations will be partment by the North Carolina for one reason or another did about the season that has just
from
open
4
a.m.
to 7 p.m. State University
check-out stations this year. Only ssee portions of Land Between
concluded, but the fellows in
this summation not get to go hunting,
.22 calibre rifles using rimfire the Lakes opened Monday, Now
---This approximately 27,000 the field are pretty well agreed
of field men will have to stand.
Over 47,000 visitors represen- Their
ammunition and shotguns are ember 24, and will run through
report was given by eye. hunters is a far cry from the that it was a good season. Of
permitted for these hunts. There January 31. Food plots of milo, ting 46 states and 14 foreign witness observation from biolog- 11,970 who purchased tags in course their "guestimation" will
Is no limit on raccoons or oposs- corn, soybeans, buckwheat, and countries have registered at Cen- ists and conservation officers 1961 and who tagged a total of be proved or disproved after
urns in the Kentucky portion of other grains have been planted ter Station this year. Center Stat- throughout the
state and this re. 2,710 deer. Percentage wise this many months of data gathering
the area, In the Tennessee par- throughout the area to provide ion is the major interpretive port in the past has been fairly 1961 season was not greatly diff- and after the "monster" projection the limit on raccoons is better habitat for quail, rabbit, building within the 5,000-acre accurate. An example
last year, erent from the 1968 harvest, Is those figures arrived at by
one per hunter per night with deer, waterfowl, and other wild- Conservation Education Center (1968 deer season) the report Year by year the number of biologists for the state as a
in
Land
Between
the
Lakno limit on opossums. The seco- life.
was out that the harvest had dro-I hunters has increased as the whole, It will be most interestes. Here visitors can see films
---nd weekend hunt will be Decempped over the previous year, territory over which they could ing to see those results.
ber 12 and 13, and hunts will be
The Land Between the Lakes and displays that tell the recre- This was by observation. When hunt was expanded. For instance
But now down to the dollars
held every following Friday and quota gun hunt for deer on Nov- ational and educational story of the final
figures were in this this season just past, gun deer and cents angle of deer in KenSaturday through January 31. A ember 21 and 22 was the most the area. Hiking trails, Empire statement held
up. The harvest hunting was permitted in all but tucky. To be sure it costs the
Land Between the Lakes small successful ever with 131 deer Farm, Silo Overlook and a Youth was
down. Then there were rea-,22 of the state's 120 counties, license buyers a good deal of
game hunting permit is required being taken. The "bucks only" Station for classroom groups are sons given for
the decline, the The number of hunters has money to perpetuate a deer herd.
to patticipate in the hunts. The hunt produced 113 whitetail and other attractions in the CEC• most prominent
about 10 000 from It actually costs more than it
- the Increased b y,
of which was
permits can be acquired at no 18 fallow deer. Ernest Little.
inclement weather that occurred the 1964 season. That year 17,- should when one considers that
For additional information dur—
charge by presenting your hunt- john of Golden Pond, Kentucky,
ing the season. Few there 242 tags were sold and Depart- a lot of thieves take deer by
ing license at the information bagged the biggest whitetail buck, write or phone:
believed that spotlighting at night without haywere who said that the deer pop- ment employes
office in Golden Pond or at Cen- weighing 197 pounds field dress- John S. Lyon
maybe that would be about the ing to pay one cent. But, say
ulation was down,
ter Station in the Conservation ed. Alvin Sartore, 1810 Alta Vis- Ro
eP rts Editor
Even in 1968 when the kill top figure for deer huntert in the average deer will dress out
Education Center.
ta Drive, Evansville, Indiana, Land Between the Lakes
was projected at 6,400 for the this state ever. Of course this at 100 pounds, which we believe
checked in a trophy fallow buck Tennessee Valley Authority
entire state, it was found that has proved baseless, as the foil- is a consecutive figure, then
The Eagles Have Arrived
weighing 155 Pounds field dress- Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231 about one out of every four deer owing years showed a steady the kill of 6,400 deer would
Several bald and golden uagles ed. Last year 117 deer were Phone Area Code(502)924-5602, hunters had bagged a deer and increase in the number of hun- mean 640.000 pounds of meat.
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Randy Dodd (left) and Jerry Allen are shown with the 219 pound, 14-point buck shot by Allen in Area 2 of
the Land Between the Lakes. Allen hunted with a shotgun loaded with slugs,
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FINS 'N' FEATHERS
FRIENDS

and
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•
•Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market •
•

AMMUNITION -

too Zenith TVs

:We
Give Treasure Chest Stamps:
•

oo Sporting Lroods

Chestn u t Street

•
:

Murray, Ky
-

•

•
•
•

Phone 759-2571

•
•
•

'Our New Gun Department
•
Is Now Open!
•
•
All Makes of Guns!
•
•
• WE'LL
TRADE FOR ANYTHING!
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OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
t
MIDNIGHT
•
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SUE and
CHARLIE'S
Farnous Fish Dinners
with Hush Puppies

•

OIL PRODUCTS
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so USED CARS
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A Friend Of Conservation
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GULF SERVICE•
Oa and ICUs Strome
Stormy, Rastecky
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(Closed 5.30 a.m. Sat.
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GIL G HOPSON
Homa PH 436.5890

•
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1100 Peens Avenue

Plisse 719-49111
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•M?:0SCAIN&TYLOR
•
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"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TRANSPORTATION CENTER*
- MORI 713-L171
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a 30.06 rifle.
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that 1964 season
Ltely 17,000 bunt5,000 deer
if the higher it)
About 30 per
were successful.
y to tell too mucn
on that has lust
the fellows in
iretty well agreed
good season. Of
pestimation" will
disproved after
of data gathering
monster" projeces arrived at by
the state as a
be most interestresults.
en to the dollars
e of deer in Kensure it costs the
, a good deal of
'hate a deer herd.
sts more than it
ne considers that
'es take deer by
night without have cent. But, say
'er will dress out
which we believe
lye figure, then
,400 deer would
pounds of meat.

A, BRICK and stone just coin
-plated with maay new feat:um
lii the building industry. Feat
wing a full basement, forms]
dining mom, 2% baths, firein family room with a
finish, recreation room,
garage, large sundeck
ytith electric grill for your out
living pleasure. All electric, qualifying as a Gold Medallion home. City school district. Let us show you this out
standing home. Would coned-er a trade.
FOR THE Large family, a med'hen priced 4-bedroom brick in
Keenekand Subdivision. Carsated throughout, double carport, outaide storage.
.1%STORY Colonial 4-bedroom
brick on a beautiful 2% acre
-"lot. This fashionable home has
-.Tall the features you would want
_lin your new house. Beautiful
decor, and well planned for
Id'.convenient family living. Comparing this house with any
other, you can readily see the
purchase price is much leas than
its replacement value.
3-BEDROOM brick with formal
dining room, 2 bath rooms, beautiful kitchen cabinets, double
garage. Pleasantly decorated
and spacious. Located in the
city school district. See us for
details and make us a bid an
this excellent buy.

NOTICE

AUCTION SALE
Saturday, Dec. 6 - 11:00 a.m., CST
150 LARGE BEAUTIFUL WOODED

KENTUCKY LAKE LOTS
Some Water Front Lots
Serene, Remote, Beautiful and Relaxing
LOCATION - From Kentucky Dam, go south on Hwy.
641 five miles, turn left (east) on Hwy. 1422, go five
miles to auction site on Little Bear Ernbayment in Marshall County.
Public water, TVA electricity and telephone service
available.
This is your opportunity to beat Inflation by buying
Kentucky Lake property at Auction Prices!
On the world's largest man-made lake in the heart of
America's playground. Only five minutes by boat to Land
Between the Lakes. Sites for cottages, modular homes,
MOBILE HOMES and campers. One of the few subdivisions open to mobile home owners, offering lake accessibility, launch ramp and family park.

FOR RENT
TWO-BEDROOM
Brandon Dill at
Court after 4 p
the entrance to
En Theatre.

COMMERCIAL Building. Phon
N-29-C
753-3018.
HOUSE TRAILER, 12' x
two-bedroom, all electric, central heat, private lot. Phone
753-3'785 after 5:00 p. m.
D-1-C
10' x 55' THREE-BEDROOM traLien Electric heat and air-conditioned. Couples only, local
people only. Rent reasonable
for right people. Phone 753D-2-C
7856.
ONE FOUR YEAR oid female
Beagle, well trained and a pair
of six months old Beagle puppies, male and female, untrained. Phone 753-6349 after 5:00
p. m.
D-2-C

FOR RENT
OR LEASE
Business building
Suitable for most any
kind of business.
TOP LOCATION AT

4th & Sycamore St.
Baxter Bilbrey
753-5617 or 7531257
after 5:00 p.m.
N-29-C

HELP WANTED

A.KC REGISTERED, two male CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
Dachshund puppies. Call Ken- 5:00 p. in. to 11 p. m., male or
neth Aciams, 753-2378.
.1TC female. Apply in person to DanCastle, Chestnut Street. No
STRAW. Phone 7534713. D-2-C
phone calls please.
TFC
TROPICAL FISH, must sell.
King Cobra Guppies, $1.75 pair.
Red Veil Tail Guppies, 25( each. WISE WOMEN buy Avon. . .
Large Rasboras, 35c each. Large Wiser women sell Avon. You
.2.ardinal and Neon Tetras, 35e can earn in your spare time
ach. Large Angel Fish, $2.00 selling near home. Call or write
each. Silver Ganamies, 75c each. Mrs. Evelyn L Brown, Avon
Mgr., Shady Grove Road, MarPhone 436-5533.
MIRVICS$ OFFERED
ion, Ky. 42064. Phone 965-3363.
PROFESSIONAL residentN-29-C
MI painting. Brush, roll, spray.
References. Free estimates. Ivo place sate
EXPERIENCED bookkeeper for
Phone 753-3486.
D414
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) - PAFAX. Salary $450 per mon
FOR YOUR home remodeling,,About
About 19,000 pedestrians wen th. Applications should be in
additions and repairs. Fru estiwhile walking on thi on or before December 1, 1969.
=tea. Call 753-6172.
TFC nation's rural highways in 1968 Write P. 0. Box 1300, 1400
the- National Automobile Chi; Thompson- .Avenue, Paducah,
Ky. An equal opportunity emreports.
ployer.
N-29-C

Route 1, Box 271 - Gilbertsvilia, Ky. - Phone 582-3624307
20% day of sale, balance cash with deed in 10 days or less
Sale by THOMAS WHITE AUCTION & REALTY
Kuttawa, Ky.
Phone 383-7231
AUCTIONEERS NOTE: Mr. Builder, speculator, home
owner, here is the opportunity you have been waiting for.
You set the price, we make the deed. Seller reserves the
right to reject any and all bids.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NOTIC.81

trailer, SOO
Dill's Trailer
m. Located at
Murray Drive
77C

FORT LEISURE INC., Owners

KEENELAND Subdivision, a 3KING SIZE LOTS or acres**.
bedroom brick with family
Leval iota some with tress.
room, kitchen with all applianOaks Club Road. Country Club
ces. Carpeted throughout, 1%
baths. This house is one year Estates, telephone 753-8977.
DecANC
old and has been kept like new.
Owner has moved from Murray. FIVE-ROOM HOUSE and lot in
Immediate possession. Priced HAzel. For sale by owner. If
right.
Interested call 492-8347. D-2-C
A WIFII- designed exterior and
Interior 3-bedroom brick with DUPLEX APARTMENT located
2 large baths. Fireplace in the one block from University. Just
family room, built-in appliances installed new wall-to-wall carin kitchen, double garage plus pet and aluminum storm doors
storage area. Blacktop drive- In each unit. Priced to sell at
way. located in city school die- $10,500.00 per unit or a total
trict. Can be bought at a great- possession cost of $21,000.00
ly reduced price. Possession cash. Includes electric stove, rewith deed.
frigerator, kitchen table and
3-BEDROOM frame in very good four single beds for each apartcondition. Carpets and drapes, ment. For appointment phone
N-29-C
_central air condition, 713-2649.. Also a real nice 20' x 60' 25 ACRES with good three-bedrig with a garage, central- room home, washer and dryer
b
ly heated. Ideal for almost any included, electric heat, bath,
kind of home workshop Let us utility. Only $8400.
contact:
show you this place and make NICE 2-bedroom frame home
us an offer. Owner has moved near Carter School, grocery and
from Murray and is very anx- church. Large fenced in back
Mus to sell.
yard, drapes and air condition- -er included, a bargain at $10,A 2-BEDROOM house and 1 500.
acre on a blacktop road located about 2 miles from Murray. ABOUT 3% acres on Irvin Cobb
Between 8:00 a.m.
Carpeted, air conditioned, and Road just off Hwy. 94, good
and 5:00 p.m.
attached garage. Just $9,000.00. building site for 82,500.
J17C
COMMERCIAL building, 40' a 70 ACRES open land near lake
60', and lot. Excellent location about one-half in bottom clearin the Five Points area. Near ed. Completely fenced for cat31SU campus. Contact us for tle or hogs. Only $6,500.
details.
THE E. E. YOUNGBLOOD home WILL TAKE few selected horses
place on Hwy. 121 in Coldwat- for training. Boarding facilities
6-ROOM frame house and 3
er, 52 acres with good building and pasture. Blackwell Stables,
acres. 3 bedrooms, fireplace,
sites, $18,500.
telephone 7536977.
1)ec.40-C
electric heat, air conditioned. GALLOWAY INSURANCE
and
On blacktop road about 1 mile Real Estate Agency, Murray, WILL DO housework or care
from New Concord.
for children. Telephone 753Kentucky, Phone 753-3841
190 ACRE FARM near New
N-29-P
N-29-C 9605.
Concord, well fenced, new
pump and well. Excellent cat- SIXTY-ONE ACRES, subdivi- PROMPT and guaranteed wash4tle farm. Located adjacent to a sion or farm lend. 1% miles er, dryer, range, dishwasher
'lake development.
west of Murray, University on and refrigerator service. Paul's,
D-6-C
Highway 94. Colonial Home Phone 753-9865.
:WE HAVE JUST listed one of (Early American). Ten rooms,
better farms in the area, two baths. In center of five
'the
•located just 3 miles from the acres, large shade trees. Three
;Murray State University camp- acre lake. City water, gas avail-us. 130 acres with roads on 3 able. Attractive financing. Call
NOTICE
':. sides, one of which is blacktop- Hoyt Roberts, Murray 753-1651
, ped. Contact us for further de- or C. C. McGuire 447-2024 Lou- ELECTROLUX SALES & Sir.vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C
'tails.
isville.
H-N-29-C M. Sanders, Phone
382-3176,
Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-13-NC
:.110-ACRE FARM near New ConA4KTION SALM
- cord with a real nice 3-bedroom
BELTONE factory fresh hear• house with aluminum siding.
Saturday, November ing aid batteries for all make
AUCTION
with
kitchen
modern
7.Large
a. m., 1 mile south- hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
;dishwasher, double oven stove 29th., 10
TFC
Coldwater.
Will sell
east
of
and refrigerator included. Well
:fenced, and really priced right. house full of household items
and all kinds of farming equip: WE HAVE many excellent buys ment. Also owner will offer for
proother
well
as
In houses as
sale a 3-bedroom house with
perty at this time. Financing
carport, 16 acres of land (8
•available for qualified buyers.
acres fenced), and a good tool
Come by our office at 502 Mashed. This is a nice little farm
any
at
us
call
or
ple Street
an a good blacktop road. Equiptime to discuss details. This is
ment for sale includes: 1954
has joined the sales
• a good time to buy. We apprecChevrolet 1% ton dump truck
iate your business.
Chevrolet
1960
grain
bed;
with
department of• TUCKER REALTY & I
pickup
Chevrolet
truck,
1961
Murray,
502 Maple Street.
Impala car; M Farmall tractor;
ntucky, Phone
2 row corn picker; 2 row harHome pbooes: Donald R.
row; 2 row tractor drill; spray
er, 753-50X); Bobby G. On,
rig; 2 AC combines; rubber tire
75$-4078; W. Paul Dailey, hr wagon; Cub'. Farmall tractor;
'153-8707.
•
D-1-C plow; disc; cultivator; mowing
Business phone 753-2617
machine; grader blade; but
hog; boom pole; 4 row culti- South 12th St., Murray, Ky.
ONE LOT 90' x 149' in Pasco vator with 3 point hitch; lots
N-29-C
Subdivision. Zoned for duplex more items too numerous to
apartment, $4.500.00. One lot mention. Household items and
131' x 150' zoned for three a- equipment will be sold by:
partments, $524000. One lot Terry Shoemaker, auctioneer.
149' x 160' zoned for four apart- .The land and house will be sold RACHEL'S BEAUTY SHOP now
ments $8,000.00. John Pasco, by: Charles Parker, owner.
open, Tuesday through SaturN-29-C day noon. For appointments call
753-2649.
N-29-C
753-8649. Rachel Hendon, ownN-211-C
er and operator.
threeDUPLEX, new, brick,
WANTED TO BUY
WILL TRADE late model Mertiedrooca. In city school district
Extra large master bedroom WANTED: M^blle home 10' cury sedan with air for lot in
with carpet throughout No city wide. reasor?hle price Call Ro- Murray or acreage on hard road
ger Beggs, ILlidiy Inn. Mur- within 15 miles of Murray.
tax_ 7538203 after 5 p m
1)-2C
1TP Phone 436-5587.
H-N
ray.

Black Top
Paving

iiir:ce"

SATURDAY - NOVEMBER 29, 1969
FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR BALI
AKC REGLITERED toy Pout SPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift - 1968 CHEVROLET Impala cosles. Six weeks old. Phone 753- Murray Woman's Club cook- tom. Power steering, disc braked
books and Kentucky scenic and windows. Four season corn
6690 after 4:30 p. m.
placeinats. Call 436-2345 or 753- fortron, radio, four speed trans1968 SINGER Zig-Zag sewing 4498 for information Dec.-184 mission,
396 engine, Corvette
machine. Fully guaranteed to
wheels with new wide oval
Balance,
$55.04.
perfect.
ANTIQUE
ice box. 3 door.
ONE
sew
tires. Phone 753-4775 after 5:00
Can be seen locally. Write Cre- Call 436-2289.
N-29-C p.m.
TFC
dit Manager, P. 0. Box 51, Paris,
REGISTERED bird dogs, nine FOR SALE OR
Tenn. $8342.
TRADE: 1966
months old. Call 492-8746.
Ford pick-up. Has 1960 Edsel
HILL CREST house trailer, 12'
N-29-P motor, good time. Also
campx W, two bedrooms, all .leeer started to build and haven't
tile, less than one year old. SHOP EARLY for Christmas had
time to finish. Phone 435
Phone 753-8234 or 753-4758 af- while there is a good selection.
5534 after 5:00 p. m.
D-1-C
New
shipments
in
living
room,
ter five p. m.
N-211-C
bedroom furniture; also maple 1965 VOLKSWAGEN,
new
moFROM vrrdl-to-wall, no soil at dining room including glass
tor. Phone 753-3227.
D-2-P
all, on carpets cleaned with door hutch and buffet, round
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham- oak tables and ladder back 1963 BUICK Electra, new tires,
pooer $1. Big K.
N-29-C chairs. Chrome, bronze, avoca- battery, muffler and pdpes. Mo300 BEAUTIFUL frames, with do and wrought iron dinettes. tor overhauled recently. Must
5-10 day service, artistic work. Reclining chairs, swivel plat- sell, call 489-3763 ater 5:30
D-2-P
Also imported and hand-made form, Boston, and cricket rock- p. m.
gifts. One room of 'mod' gifts ers, cedar chest, hassocks,
and posters. Give an unusual sweepers, smoke stands, lamps, Traffic 'lights'
gift front The Gallery in Mur- pictures, gossip benches, elec- for the blind
tric blankets, mixers, irons,
ray, on Mayfield Road. Dec.-5C
toasters, iron stone dinnerware,
ALICANTE, Spain (UPI) stainless steel flatware. Cerra- Four special traffic lights for
DYNAMO-Solid black six-year
way Furniture and Appliance, blind people have been put in
old gelding show quarter pony,
105 North 3rd Street, phone operation and officials claim
perfect health. Well known in
753-1502.
N-29-C they are the first in the world.
West Kentucky. 1968 junior and
The lights, which flash the
women's pole bending champ,
Res. Champ in Jr. Barrell race PIANOS, GUITARS, Banjos and usual red, yellow and green for
and pony pleasure class. 1969 others. Christmas special, used the sighted, are equipped with
Jr. Pole bending champ. Tough Po'idwin, also 5 foot Baby a carillon which emits music
competitor in any event. Pric- Grand. Reed's
Hwy 58, three seconds after the green
ed right. Also two horse trail- Phone 527-8055, Benton, Ky. light goes on. The first "audioer and many other accessories.
Jan -S-C traffic lights" have been set up
Call 442-3122 or see at 12.1 Noin the area of the local headlan Drive, Paducah, Ky. Will
quarters of the National Blind
accept first good offer. D-1-C
People Association.
NOTICE
* * *

NOTICE
'Roadie's' Norwegians

WANTED

GOOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE
Mad. Fresh Daily
IN SACKS OR BULK

SHROAT'S
MEAT MARKET
.109 North 5th

OSLO (UPI)- About 30,000
Norwegians live in rural comCan take care of hilmself, munities with no road connecbut some attention would be tions with the outside world,
desirable. Can eat at the according to the Ministry of
home or can eat downtown Communications, but the situation is being alleviated, says the
If home is near town.
Home must be clean and Ministry of Communications.
convenient.
The number of "roadless"
If interested see:
Norwegians has been reduced.
about 20,000 in the last two
James C. Williams
years and the Ministry says it is
at
....expected the problem will be
The Ledger and Times
eliminated in a comparatively
D-1-NC
short time.
Home For Elderly Man

Peanuts*

by Charles M. Schulz
HE'S THREE UNDER PAR
FOR TWELVE HOLES!

REALLLe 7 THAT FANTASTIC

No Jobs Too
Small or Large
To Be
Appreciated
Free Estimates

A. Z. FARLEY

Phone 753-5502
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A MOTH
JUST FLEW

OUT OF YOUR

GET THE MOTH SPRAY
FROM THE KITCHEN
SHELF AND SQUIRT
THE SOFA

PAINT
SPRAY

(/)

SOFA

,
o
BL/

Abbie'N Slats

E/L/Ai L L EFL-

by R. Van Buren
WE PUT IT TO .A VOTE, AND
EVERY MAN AND WOMAN-EXCEPT
ONE-- VOTED T' MAKE IT ROUGH
ON YOU BOYS IF YOU TRY T'
TAKE OVER THE TOWN ./

AN' THAT ONE WAS
JASPER NA6S7ONE,
6LARST HIS MAMSY
YELLER HIDE.'

WELL, YOU vE BEEN
WARNED. THE MATTER
15 NOW OUT OF MY
HANDS'

ANNOUNCEMENT

LE HOMES

ED

by Ernie Busluniller

Nancy

MAC FITTS

O

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

Tot

U

PA.

-All..,..

IMP hv

Lil' Abner

by Al Capp
(:1)

FO
CHU
LC
KS
KLDO
E.F.N
r-T
LO
RE
TS
CKA
ANIZE MAH FORMERLY
FILTHY DOTTER!!

AH

AH Is INTRZEGEDY- Tv\A`l
ESCORT YORE FAbULOUSL'it CORN
STRUCTED, AN" SURPRISI NI'LY SWEETStNAELLIK1' DOTTER
HOME,McSV.11 NE?

\
FEEL FREE r.r (
2
/4/Pi5,1-1E G/T-HiAl
TO MENSHUN TH'
UNM5V5HUNABLE2':-)
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Interest Rate Decrease To
Take Long Time, Kennedy
gone forever.
"Forever is a long time," he
• "and I would say that it
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Treanot be gone forever. I
would
David M.
sury
Secretary
it will be a long time
Kennedy predicts it will be a think
before they are back in that
long time before interest rates
range."
fall tack to the preeinflation
A Gradual Program
levels of three or four years
Kennedy said he did not
ago.
foresee a recession because
But it will not take a
"Our program is a gradual
recession, Kennedy said, to
program of control of inflation
produce lower interest rates or
which will bring an orderly
a lessening of any of the other
adjustment in conditions, and
inflationary aliments.
we have so much basic strength
Kennedy, in a UPI "WashingIn
our economy.
ton Window" interview, said he "I
don't look for any real
could not offer a date when the
downturn," he added. "We may
Nixon administration's tattle
have a temporary period of
against inflation will be won.
adjustment."
But wben that time finally does
"In any period of control or
come, he said, interest rates In any period where you're
should begin to fall.
reducing demand you have
He was asked if the day of adjustments and I think that
the 5'/z per cent mortgage was
there will be some adjustments
necessary and will take place,"
he said. "I don't think there'll
be serious unemployment. I
think it can be done without
that."
that a good case
MURRAY, Ky. — Tues., No- "I think
vember 26, 1969, Murray Live- could be made for standby
power in the federal reserve to
stock Auction.
CATTLE: 440; CALVES: 30; regulate consumer credit," he
Cattle weighed on arrival. Com- said. "This would require time
pared to last week slaughter and effort and I don't think in
cows and bulls steady, slaughter the current situation it could be
calves and vealers steady, feed- achieved in time to do much
er steers steady, heifers 50e to good."
Kennedy also said some
61.00 lower.
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility congressional spending plans
$17.50-19.50, few high dress- are threatening to disturb the
ing $21.00, Cutter $16.00-17.50, administration's fight against
Canner 515.00-16.00.
inflation.
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility
"Many items that are already
to Good over 1100 lb. $22.00- in the Congress, some already
23.00, Cutter and lighter wei- have passed the House, some
ghts 800-1100 lb. $20.00-22.00. have passed the Senate, which
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND In total would increase governVEALERS: Choice 275-350 lb. ment expenditures by $5 bil$28.00-30.50, Choice 350-500 lb. lion," Kennedy said. "Well, that
525.00-28.00, mixed Good and we cannot tolerate. That's too
Choice 523.00-25.00, Choice 180- large an amount and it would
275 lb. $36.00-38.00, mixed Good upset
our
whole inflation
and Choice $33.00-36.00, few program."
Standard to Good $26.00-29.00.
FEEDERS: STEERS: Choice
550-750 lb. 528.00-31.25, mixed
BASKETBALL RESULTS
Good and Choice 525.50-29.00,
Good 523.00-25.50, few Standard
St. Mary's Thanksgiving
520.00-23.00, Choice 300-550 lb.
$29.00-32.00, few packages 300Tournament
400 lb. up to $35.00, mixed
Good and Choice $26.00-29.00, Ballard Memorial 66
few Standard to low Good $22.Sysmonia 36
Hickman Cotsolty 46
00-25.00.
HEIFERS: Choice 550-750 lb.
Carliale County 40
$24.00-25.50, mixed Good and
Choice $22.00-24.00, few Stan- The biggest
dard to Good $19.00-22.00, ChoHILO, Hawaii (UPI) — The
ice 300- 550 lb. $25.00-27.00,
Island of Hawaii, nearly 100
mixed Good and Choice $23.00- miles long,
is larger in land area
25.00. few Standard to low good
than all the other islands of
$20.00-23.00.
the state combined.
By NORMAN KEMPSTER

Murray Livestock
Market Report

N-O-T-I-C-E
'It

is necessary for the Water System to flush

the fire hydrants Saturday night, November 29th. The
flusking will begin about 10:30 p.m. and will be completed during the night. There will be no interruption of
service. If there is any discoloration in your water when
first turned on Sunday morning. flush 'good before using.
We are sorry for any inconvenience, but it is required
that we do this twice a year If the weather becomes
too cold, we may have to delay the flushing until a

MURRAY

SATURDAY — NOVEMBER 2%J

KENTUCKY

It's Jimmy and Hank—Together Again!

Don't Laugh, Podner But They Went Which-Away?
By ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Association
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD — I accused
Jimmy Stewart of making, of
all things—a "comedy western."
He refuted, he wouldn't do no
such thing, suh, "Jes' call this
a western with humor," he insisted.
-I never felt that you could
make a picture about the West
and make fun of it," Jimmy
said seriously.
"What about 'Destry'?"
"Wall," he drawled, "that's
just one where the sheriff
Mrs. IN. J. Pitman. 507 Olive Is receiving her new Mtn%
wouldn't use a gun."
ray telephone directory from U.S. Mall carrier, Ray New.
As for the current outdoor
some. This is one of 1237 books South Central Bell has
epic, "Cheyenne Social Club."
issued for delivery In the next few days.
Jimmy hopes the humor and
the intent of the western work
bertson, G. B. Churchill andi. H. out O.K. But, he insisted. "We
Perldris Program Assistants.
don't make fun of the 'good
To assist the County Committ- guys and the 'bad guys.' It's
ee in carrying out Program ad- just the humor that comes out
ministrations three farmers are of the situations."
• • •
elected annually as Community
Committeemen for each designaA LOT of sex also will come
ted Community within the County. out of these "situations," we
Calloway County is divided into should add. In the film, Jimmy
seven communities. The boun- and Henry Fonda are a pair of
dary lines for each community cowpokes working on a Texas
Jimmy Stewart's surprise is genuine—in this film scene he has just learned he has
By Lowell Palmer
being the old magisterial dis- ranch when Stewart receives a
inherited this group of beauties in a "non-comedy" western "Non-comedy" — hmmm!
trict boundary lines. Community letter advising he just inherited
At the State and County level Committees are elected by the "The Cheyenne Social Club" he believes), liked working with myself can be a great help to tors." But we pressed on to find
Gene' Kelly, who was directing a director, not only Kelly, but out his impressions about dithe function and responsibilities farmers in their respective co- from his deceased brother.
,i- •
any director. Through the years recting his first western.
The pair take offlor Chey- his first western.
of the Agricultural Stabilization mmunity. The elected community
• • •
"Gene and I were both tinder we acquire and offer a certain
and Conservation Service(ASCS) committees are delegates to the enne on their ponies and after contract to MGM for many, amount of know-how to our
"WHAT'S to do with a couJimmy
is
1,000
miles,
riding
as well as those of the Commo- County convention and elect the
many years, during the 'golden profession and the least amount ple of vets like Jimmy and
dity Credit Corporation (CCC) County Committees. ASC Comm- shocked as only he can be!) era' of motion pictures," he re- Of resistance to direction.
Hank," he asked? "You just
to find what he really inherited
are administered by State, Coun- unities and elected Committees is a--bordello.
called. "And Hank Fonda and I
"On the other side of the coin, tell them where you want the
(ASC)
Commi- are as follows: A-Murray Allen
have been friends for 40 years. Gene has been a star for 27 horses, they do all the rest!
ty and Community
Stewart wants to fire the
ttees.
C. Wells, Chairman; Clovis By- girls and turn it into a board- So it was like 'old home week." years and displays a tremendous "These guys are real pros,
• • *
amount of understanding and superstars for 35 years and still
ASC State Committees includ- erly, Vice-Chairman; A. A. Doh- ing house or something like
"I'VE
been
close to Gene's compassion for his actors. I going strong. To me, a star is
appes three to five members
erty, Member. B.Concorct W. T. that. Then the fun begins. I
ointed by the Secretary of Ag- Kingias, Chairman, James G. guess you could say the comedy career since he started in Hol- know Gene is a good director, based on longevity. Unfortunriculture. In addition in each Wilson, Vice - Chairman; Eurie begins, without getting the lywood over 27 years ago. I've he's a GREAT director. I'd love ately, today the term 'star' is
state the Director of the Ag. Smith, Member; C-Liberty. Cly- western aficionadoes too riled watched a ,dedicated man work to do more pictures with him, applied to actors who make one
at his craft with all the exper- any time—any kind.or two financially successful
ricultural Extension Service is de Phelps, Chairman; P. D. Lov- up.
* • *
Use of a perfectionist. That's .
pictures and then can't get a
• • •
an ex officio member of the ett, Vice-Chairman, R. H, Willwhat Gene is. And he gets what
DIRECTOR KELLY, in rum- job.
committee.
madank
WAY,
the
BY THE
oughby, Member. D-Brinkley: Shhe's after,
pled sports shirt, old slacks,
"Not Jimmy and Hank. They
The present members of the erwood Potts, Chairman; Wood. of the house is played by Shir"Gene does his 'homework' as beaten' ini dance shoes and cap,{ are so, great they are making
Kentucky State Committee app- row Nor swarthy, Vice - Chair- ley Jones, who, you may recall, a director, comes prepared and
yes you little time when he's me look good as a director in
ointed by Secretary Clifford M, man; Perry Harrison; Member. won-arr ()scar playing,- a prostf- is "ft —complete' affnmand. He dfrectinj a Rlin.-He'S-Ioo biii-ji lily -fiTst western'. Superstar's,
Hardin, are Jack Welch, Chair- &Swann: Osro Butterworth, Cha- tute in "Elmer Gantry." "I sup- knows what he wants from his —and acts like he's a non-enti- sure, that's what I'm working
pose," Shirley laughed, "you
man; Paul Fuqua, Member;Do
irman; Carroll M. Rogers, Vice- could say I was getting up in people and gets it- whether it's ty on the set. "You don't want with.a musical like 'Hello Dolly,' Or to talk to me," he always kids
las Evans, Member and C.11
Looks like we walked in on
Jones,
Me.
Eugene
Chairman; C.
the world." Hmm?
a western,
us when we approach him on the "Cheyenne Mutual AdmiraBarnhart , ex officio member. niter. F-Wadesboro: Melvin Yo"Of course, I think a couple films he's directing. -Talk to tion Society" instead of the
The State Committee appoints ung, Chairman; 0. L. Cain, Jr., I asked Stewart how he, a
of 'old timers' like Hank and the important people—the ac- "Cheyenne Social Club"!
a State Executive Director who Vice-Chairman; Clinton Burch- veteran of westerns (17 or 18,

ASC Services
Administered
By Committee

supervises the work of the state ett, Member. G-Hazel: Paul Bla—
office staff.
lock, Chairman, Charles OutlaThe ASC County Committees - nd, Vice-Chairman; James E.
(Continued From Page 1)
one in each "Agricultural" Coun- Erwin, Member.
akt avi uce st., ..0rray; Domity have three farmer members
nic Merino, 717 Elm St. Murelected by farmer elected deleThe offices maintained by the
gates to a County Convention.
Since 1966 one committeeman Committees are the farmer's:
Is elected each year with two local contact for business cocommitteemen being held over. nnected leitleparticipation in proThe County Agricultural Exten- grams administered by the comision Agent is an ex officio mem- ty committee.
ber of the Committee. The mem- Currently the Calloway County
bers of the Calloway County Co- ASC Committee administers the
mmittee are 011ie C. Hall, Cha- following programs:
irman; Glenn Crawford, Vice- Acreage allotments & MarketChairman; N. E. Cohoon, Mem- ing Quotas (Tobacco & Cotton).
ber and Ted Howard, ex officio The Agricultural Conservation
Program (ACP), The Cotton divmember.
The County ASC Committee ersion Program, The Cropland
employs a County Executive Dir- Adjustment Program (CAP), The
ector who, for the Committee Cropland Conversion Program
employs the necessary employ-(CCP), Disaster Programs such
ees for office and field work and as tornado damage, emergency
sees that the day to day office grazing or haying of land under
and field work is effectively and land retirement programs, the
efficiently performed. The Callo- Feed Grain and Wheat Progra,way County ASC Office employ- ms, Commodity (Corn,soybeans,
ees are: Lowell Palmer, County etc.) Loans & Purchases, The
Executive Director; Kathleen C. CCC Storage Facility Program,
Outland, Martha Sue Frizzell, The Wool Incentive Program.
Laveda M. Brandon. Mildred Ro-

Hospital Report

nay; Cona Holcomb, Rt. 5, Mui
ray; Danny Pittman, 221 So.
15th St., Murray; Stacy Myers,
1626 College Farm Rd., Murray:
Barbara York, 626 Coronado

—

ATTENTION

—

Livestock Producers
BETTER 11011 PRICES
COME TO MURRAY
Reelfoot Packing Co.. in conjunction with the Murray Livestock Co., are offering improved prices
through the Merit System of buying hogs.
A REELFOOT REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE IN
MURRAY ON MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS AND
FRIDAYS TO ASSISI- THE LOCAL BUYERS

•

The buying power of Reelfoot and the facilities of
Murray Livestock Co. will give the livestock industry of this area a strong boost. We need your
business and support and invite you to call 7535334 for top hog quotations

Prices Paid Today for Top Hogs
Grading No,3 No. 2 No. I
'26,00 s26.25 '26.75 -

Unit
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Quotes From The News

IS COMING

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL

later date.'

MURRAY WATER & SEWER SYSTEM

Crt., Paducah; Noel Melton, 907 A11110; Roland Crider (To Cony.
Vine St., Murray; Fred Lee, Div.), 212 No. 2nd St., Murray;
Rt. 4, Murray; Charlie Myers, Sallie Crider (To Cony. Div.),
Rt. 2, Hazel; Maude Whits, Rt. 212 __o. 2nd St., Murray.
1. Alma; „Isaac Brandon, RI. 1,

0111•••••

SAIGON — Vice President Nguyen Cao Ky. commenting on
the alleged Song My massacre:
"If what happened, according to the press, is true. I will
condemn the act."

•

NOVEMBER 30th

Re
Dit

5 To 9P.M.

CHICAGO — Deputy Police Supt. James M. Rochford, describing a clash between police and demonstrators during the
1968 Democratic national convention, while testifying in the Chicago riot conspiracy trial:
"There was a sea of people. The noise was thundering . .
There was spitting, shoving, pushing and fighting . . . The mob
was throwing missiles of every conceivable type
. . cherry
bombs, firecrackers, bottles, rocks, clubs, sticks, balls and nails,
rocks with spikes."

BIG K Will Be OPEN
SUNDAY from 1 to 9 p.m.

1

r

BIG K will have P.A. SPECIALS
every 30 minutes during Santas
visit.
These will be at
BELOW COST prices.
Watch The leiter & Times tor Aamoviceseuts of SANTAS VISITS!

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

•

During
over 51
County
januarl
viction.

-, SUNDAY

TEL AVIV — Israeli Premier Golda Meir, speaking to a
group of Israeli editors:
"U we want to survive, we must live ad act in the knowledge that it .nay take a long time before the nation can live in
peace."

fGr your Druk, Prescription —
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
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TO BIG K

LONDON — The Times of London, reporting it has handed
over evidence of alleged corruption in Scotland Yard:
"We have, we believe, proved that at least three detectives
are taking large sums of money in exchange for dropping charges,
for being lenient in court and for allowing a criminal to work unhindered.",,

DRUG
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